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RESPONDENTS' BRIEF

INTRODUCTION

The opening brief of Warner Bros. Entertainment ("Warner") is

more remarkable for what it omits than for what it actually says. It

consistently fails to mention the law and the evidence that compel affirming

the judgment. Nor does it reveal that Warner is urging new factual damages

arguments that it purposefully chose not to present to the jury or to the trial

court.

For example, Warner claims that the judgment must be reversed and

a new judgment entered in its favor because the damage award purportedly

includes damages outside the statute of limitations period and within the

scope of a release. Yet Warner ignores that Warner itself had the burden of

proof on its statute-of-limitations and release affirmative defenses, and that

a failure of proof occurs on such defenses where, as here, a defendant

claims its defenses bar a portion of the plaintiffs damages but never

establishes at trial how much.

Nor does Warner mention that it specifically withdrew its new trial

motion on the supposed proof deficiency and chose an all-or-nothing

approach that the trial court must either enter a defense judgment for

Warner or uphold the entire jury award to plaintiffs. Now that Warner's

strategy failed, Warner impermissibly reverses course on appeal by urging

evidentiary theories, an excessive damages challenge, and legal remedies it

purposefully forsook below.

Likewise, Warner's opening brief claims a lack of substantial

evidence regarding breach of contract and damages, yet fails to mention the

evidence supporting the verdict, as basic appellate standards require.

Warner ignores ample evidence that it owed plaintiffs a duty to ensure that
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it allocated licensing fees to plaintiffs' movies in group licensing

agreements according to their true comparative value and brushes aside the

testimony of two experts, an accountant-auditor, and multiple other

witnesses (including its own executives) all establishing that Warner

chronically undervalued and underallocated licensing fees to plaintiffs'

films and failed to follow its own internal grading system for valuing films

and allocating licensing fees in accordance with their comparative value.

In truth, Warner's arguments reduce to the contention that the

damage award is excessive, an argument Warner waived by withdrawing its

new trial motion. In any event, Warner's attempted dissection of plaintiffs'

damages evidence constitutes a group of wholly new factual theories raised

for the first time on appeal, which Warner never presented to the jury at trial

or even to the trial court by post-judgment motion. Indeed, many of

Warner's new-found arguments rest on evidentimy charts attached as

appendices to Warner's brief that Warner created solely for this appeal,

never presented or argued in the trial court, and that never have been

authenticated, cross-examined or otherwise vetted. The trial court expressly

recognized that Warner chose not to "play with numbers" at trial.

(18RT 6335.) It's too late for Warner to do so now.

Apart from Warner's failure to prove its affirmative defenses and

improper attempts to raise new evidentiary challenges for the first time on

appeal, Warner's attacks on the damage award impermissibly challenge the

weight of the testimony by plaintiffs' damages expert-a matter solely

within the jury's purview-or reduce to the specious assertion (at odds with

the Evidence Code) that a party must introduce into evidence every single

document an expert examined or relied upon (here, Warner's licensing

agreements with third parties). Warner wholly ignores the liberal standards

regarding damage calculations where, as here, the defendant undoubtedly
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caused the plaintiffs substantial harm and the defendant controlled all the

relevant information. Abundant precedent dictates that uncertainty

regarding the precise damage amount does not permit Warner to escape

liability.

The judgment should be affirmed.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Warner And Ladd Enter Into A Unique Joint Venture-A
"Mini-Studio Within A Studio."

In 1979, Alan Ladd, Jr. and Jay Kanter had just completed a

remarkable 3-year span at 20th Century Fox ("Fox") as, respectively, studio

president and production vice president, during which Fox received

77 academy award nominations and produced numerous hits, including

"Star Wars," "The Empire Strikes Back," "Alien," "The Omen," "Young

Frankenstein," "Towering Inferno," and "Turning Point." (6RT 1211-1213;

11RT 2777-2778.)1

When Ladd, Kanter and a third individual, Gareth Wigan, announced

that they were leaving Fox, the other studios courted them heavily.

(6RT 1213-1215; 7RT 1564-1566; 11RT 2786-2788.) Warner won the

bidding war by agreeing to a never-before-seen joint venture that was

essentially a "mini-studio within a studio," known as The Ladd Company.

(6RT 1214-1216; 7RT 1565-1572; llRT 2788-2793,2842; 3AA 809-869

[joint venture agreement].) Subject to certain budgetary limits, Ladd,

Kanter and Wigan (who later left the venture) made all decisions regarding

which films to finance, produce or acquire, when to make them, and how to

market and distribute them. (6RT 1218; 7RT 1568-1572, 1584;

11RT 2791-2792.) Warner's role was to fund costs and overhead.

(llRT 2795.) Under a Producer's Agreement, Warner agreed to pay a

$300,000 per-film fee and, in essence, 5% of each film's gross revenues

1 The substantial evidence standard governs Warner's entire appeal.
Unlike Warner's brief, we therefore present the evidence "in the light most
favorable to [Ladd], giving [Ladd] the benefit of every reasonable inference
and resolving all conflicts in [Ladd's] favor ...." (Bickel v. City of
Piedmont (1997) 16 Cal.4th 1040, 1053.)
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after Warner recouped its costs. (6RT 1267, 1343-1345; 7RT 1572-1580;

4AA 872, 874.)

Ladd and Kanter provided their services through a producers'

corporation and what are known as loan-out corporations. (6RT 1216

1218.) For simplicity, we collectively refer to Ladd, Kanter, their

producers' corporation, and their loan-out corporations-the five plaintiffs

in this lawsuit-as "Ladd," unless otherwise indicated.

The joint venture was founded on mutual trust. (11RT 2815-2816.)

The underlying distribution agreement, which licensed The Ladd Company

films to Warner for exclusive worldwide distribution in perpetuity,

contained the unique provision that the contract "has intentionally been

drawn in as brief terms as possible, reflecting thereby the mutual trust and

confidence reposed by each party in the other." (Ibid.; 4AA 896;

7RT 1581.)

The distribution agreement granted Ladd "access to [Warner]'s

books and records and the right to audit same as [Ladd] shall reasonably

require." (4AA 903.) It did not obligate Ladd to audit or require audits to

be conducted within any specified time period. (Ibid.)

B. During The Joint Venture, Ladd Produces, Finances And
Acquires Numerous Successful Movies.

This lawsuit concerns the following Ladd Company movies, which

are considered "very sellable" and "very playable," and "maintain their very

important value" for television licensing worldwide. (8RT 1839-1843,

1849-1850; 10RT 2453.)

• "Chariots Of Fire"-a multi-academy award winner, including

best picture. (6RT 1228-1229; 8RT 1839.)

• "Blade Runner"-a "first of its kind" cult science fiction classic

starring Harrison Ford, named by the American Film Institute as
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one of the hundred best films of all time, inducted into the

Library of Congress national film registry, and considered the

second best science fiction movie of all time. (6RT 1256-1257;

8RT 1840; lORT 2457-2458, 2492-2493; 11RT 2828.)

• "Body Heat"-starring William Hurt and Kathleen Turner.

(8RT 1840.)

• "Night Shift"-Ron Howard's directing debut, starring Henry

Winkler, Michael Keaton and Shelley Long. (6RT 1231, 1257;

8RT 1841.)

• "Tequila Sunrise"-starring Mel Gibson, Kurt Russell and

Michelle Pfeiffer. (8RT 1840; 10RT 2454.)

• "Outland"-starring Sean Connery and Peter Boyle.

(lORT 2453.)

• The "Police Academy" franchise, including the original and

versions 2, 3,4, 5 and 6. The first was a huge international

success-at the time, the most successful comedy Warner had

ever made-and the first two are "comedy classics." (6RT 1259

1260; 10RT 2456-2457; 11RT 2830.) The series is "very well

known" and has enormous licensing value as a franchise.

(5RT 1044; 8RT 1839, 1842; 11RT 2830.?

• "Once Upon A Time In America"-starring Robert DeNiro and

James Woods. (6RT 1222.)3

2 Warner (not Ladd) actually produced Police Academy 4,5 and 6
after the the j oint venture was terminated, but Ladd has profit participation
rights. Although those films are less regarded than Ladd's, they still have
done well for licensing purposes. (10RT 2448-2450, 2461-2464;
11RT 2878-2880.)

3 This movie is germane to Ladd's cross-appeal only; Ladd never
claimed Warner owed him additional profit participation on it. (Pp.83-121,
post.)
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C. The Joint Venture Is Terminated, Leaving Warner With
Exclusive Control Over Licensing And The Continuing
Obligation To Provide Profit Participation To Ladd.

Ladd and Warner mutually ended the joint venture when certain

individuals left Warner. (11RT 2803.)

They entered a Termination Agreement, under which The Ladd

Company remained in existence but all ownership interest transferred to

Warner. (4AA 914; 7RT 1585-1587.) Warner retained the right to

distribute and license the films, and guaranteed Ladd and Kanter would

receive their continuing profit participation under the Producer's

Agreement. (4AA 914-936; 7RT 1585-1587; llRT 2804.)

Warner retained the obligation to provide Ladd and Kanter with

quarterly statements summarizing the profit-participation accounting for

each movie. (11RT 2809-2810; 4AA 880.)

D. Warner Licenses Films In Groups, Allocating Licensing
Fees To Individual Films Ostensibly According To Their
Comparative Value.

Warner's licensing activities at issue in this lawsuit all involve the

television licensing of groups oflibrary films, i.e., films that have been

shown before on pay television. (9RT 2214-2215.) Different library films

have different values for television licensing purposes based on valuation

factors that are fairly consistent throughout the industry, such as release

date, box office performance, title familiarity, star power, genre, reviews

and awards, and when during the day the movie can be shown. (6RT 1211

1213; 7RT 1643; 8RT 1806, 1813-1818, 1820-1825; 9RT 2226-2227;

10RT 2439, 2446-2447, 2541-2545, 2553-2555; 14RT 4046,4291-4292.)

Because library films have different comparative values for licensing

purposes, television stations and movie studios use these valuation factors

to categorize them for pricing purposes, often with A, B, C grades.
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(8RT 1815-1824; 10RT 2541-2543; 14RT 4050-4051.) Warner is no

different. It uses these valuation factors to categorize its library films with

A, Band C grades to ensure it has "fair pricing for all of [its] pictures."

(10RT 2435; see 10RT 2431-2441.) The grade "affects the license fee

value that Warner Bros. would put on a film." (10RT 2441.) In 1998,

Warner set pricing targets for 1999 and beyond that A's should receive

roughly twice the price ofB's and four times C's, and B's should receive

roughly twice the price ofC's. (10RT 2434-2437.)

When a studio licenses films in groups, the licensing fees allocated

to the individual films should reflect their comparative value. (E.g.,

5RT 1010 ["the amount of the license fee allocatable to each title should be

relative to fair value"], 1043 [even where films are individually priced in a

package agreement, "the amount allocated to each picture on sale such as

this should be allocated to each picture in accordance with its fair market

value"]; 6RT 1272-1274; 8RT 1843-1846,1851-1852; 9RT 2182-2183;

10RT 2553-2555.)

As Warner's domestic cable division president admitted, Warner's

duty to act in good faith toward profit participants includes the obligation

"to fairly and accurately allocate license fees to each of the films based on

their comparative value as part of a package." (10RT 2422-2424,2439;

accord, 10RT 2486-2487 [as part of its duty to act in good faith, Warner

must value and allocate fees to films "according to their relative value"

when licensing in groups]; 13RT 3739 [Warner must ensure "the values

given to [Ladd's] films compare fairly and accurately to the value of the

other library features that are part of the deals that we're talking about"].)

If the individual fee allocations specified in a group license do not

reflect the movies' comparative values, the studios owe profit participants a
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duty to fix the issue, including preparing a separate allocation for profit

participation purposes, if necessary. (9RT 2182-2183.)

After termination of the joint venture, Ladd became wholly

dependent on Warner to ensure fair licensing fees and allocations: Warner

did not include Ladd in licensing negotiations, notify Ladd of intended

terms, provide Ladd copies of licensing agreements, or notify Ladd when it

entered into new agreements; nor did Ladd have any control over Warner's

accounting. (6RT 1290; 11RT 2797-2798, 2832, 2866; 13RT 3719-3720;

14RT 3980.) The profit-participation statements Warner periodically sent

Ladd contained no back-up; an audit of Warner's records was the only way

to determine the basis for Warner's figures. (5RT 997-998; 11RT 2809

2810; 13RT 3746-3748; 14RT 3980.)

E. In 1992, Ladd Audits Warner's Records; Warner Later
Settles The Audit Issues.

In 1992, Ladd audited Warner's records for the period 1988

through 1992 except for movies Warner had represented were unprofitable

such as "Blade Runner," believing that Warner was improperly accounting

for interest expenses and revenue allocations. (6RT 1267-1268.) After the

auditor found Warner underpaid Ladd, Warner settled the audit claims in

1996. (6RT 1268; 4AA 937-942.) Warner agreed to pay Ladd $500,000

and to increase royalty payments on home videos. (4AA 939.)

The settlement included a mutual release (the "1992 release") of all

claims "relating to the distribution and exploitation through September 30,

1992 of the motion pictures ... produced pursuant to, and/or referenced in"

the Producers Agreement and the Termination Agreement. (4AA 937.t

4 The release contained other provisions that are only germane to
Ladd's cross-appeal. (See pp. 87-88,post.)
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F. After 1992 And Through Trial, Warner Consistently
Under-Allocates Licensing Fees To Ladd's Movies In
Group Licenses.

Warner, not buyers, set the license fee allocations for individual

movies in its group television licenses. (5RT 1046-1047; 7RT 1640-1646,

1660-1661; 8RT 1809-1811, 1819, 1886, 1891; 9RT 2178, 2183, 2222

2250,2261-2264; 10RT 2402-2405, 2418, 2421; see pp. 65-67, post and

per-witness summary at Strnt. of Case, § C, post.)

The subject Ladd movies are highly regarded and are all A's, except

for a handful ofB's. (§ B, ante; 8RT 1843; 10AA 2683-2685.) From

October 1, 1992 through 2001, however, Warner "significantly

undervalued" those movies "in just about every agreement" and failed to

allocate licensing fees to Ladd's films that gave them "fair value for their

comparative value when compared to the other films that they were being

licensed with." (8RT 1845; accord, 8RT 1839-1881; 9RT 2147-2149,

2168-2175; see per-witness summary at Strnt. of Case, § C,post.)

Warner often assigned the same licensing fee to each film regardless

of Warner's internal valuations, which meant that films of differing

desirability received the same allocation. (E.g., 8RT 1843-1851, 1859

1860,1879-1881; 7RT 1639-1643,1650-1664; lORT 2535-2536,2550

2567; 12RT 3017-3019; 14RT 3936.) This process of "straight-lining"

precludes individual films from receiving their true value and causes higher

value films, such as Ladd's films, to receive a lower allocated fee than

deserved. (8RT 1843-1844,1851-1852,1864-1866,1920; 9RT 2175;

10RT 2535-2536, 2544-2545, 2550-2551, 2555; 12RT 3018-3019; see per

witness summary at Stmt. of Case, § C, post.)

Even where a licensing agreement specified different values for

different movies, Warner consistently failed to allocate a fair value to

Ladd's films, allocating higher license fees to films far less desirable than
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Ladd's films. (5RT 992-993, 1010-1011, 1041-1045; 6RT 1273-1280,

1285-1287, 1295-1302; 7RT 1543-1549, 1662-1664, 1650; 8RT 1839-1858,

1864-1881; 9RT 2136-2142, 2168-2180, 2192-2195; 10RT 2473-2490,

2535-2569; 11RT 2829-2834; 12RT 3017-3019; 13RT 3721-3730;

14RT 3947-3957; see per-witness summary at Stmt. of Case, § C,post.)

This included directing higher fees to films that were not profitable or

lacked profit participants, including repeatedly giving "extraordinarily

high" valuations to its own animated films even though they had far less

value than Ladd's movies. 5 (E.g., 6RT 1277-1279; 8RT 1828-1829, 1844,

1866-1875; 10RT 2546-2550,2564-2566; see per-witness summary at Stmt.

of Case, § C, post.)

G. Ladd Discovers Warner's Deception In 2001; A 2002
Audit Reveals License Fee Underallocations.

In 2001, Ladd discovered that another "Blade Runner" profit

participant was receiving payments from Warner even though Warner told

Ladd the movie was unprofitable. (6RT 1268-1270.) Ladd promptly

retained James Perry-a certified public accountant with thirty-years

specialization in auditing studio records, including 800 profit-participation

audits-to audit Warner's records. (5RT 980-986, 1038, 1041.) Warner

limited Perry's audit to April 1, 1997 through March 31, 2001 for all films

except "Blade Runner" and "Outland," which Warner allowed him to audit

back to their inception. (5RT 984-988.)

Perry's May 2002 audit report revealed that Warner owed Ladd

substantial additional profit participation on "Blade Runner" and other

movies. (5RT 992-993; 6AA 1466.) Warner denied Perry much of the

licensing agreements and other information he requested for the audit

5 Warner wholly owns its animated product and therefore retains
every dollar in licensing fees it receives on those films. (14RT 3934-3935.)
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period; nevertheless, Perry still uncovered and documented that Warner

unreasonably understated gross receipts on Ladd's movies in multiple

television licensing packages by failing to allocate licensing fees to them

reflecting their comparative value, including ten agreements involving

"Police Academy" films and three involving "Chariots Of Fire." (5RT 986

988,992-993, 1010-1011, 1014, 1041-1051, 1053-1054; 6AA 1456-1458.)

H. Warner's Breaches Substantially Damage Ladd.

In all, Warner underallocated roughly $97 million in licensing fee

revenue that should have been attributed to Ladd's movies. (8RT 1847

1848; 10AA 2683 [per-movie breakdowns]; see 9RT 2104, 2107-2110,

2114-2115,2142,2150,2155,2162,2164,2177-2178; see summary of

expert's analysis at Stmt. of Case, § D,post.) Based on Ladd's profit

participation in various films (5% in most, 2.5% in "Chariots Of Fire"),

Ladd's damages totaled $3,190,625. (6RT 1343; 16RT 4877.)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Ladd Sues On July 31, 2003.

Ladd filed this lawsuit against Warner on July 31,2003, alleging

breach of contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing, and various antitrust and tort claims. (lAA 1-26; see 1AA 84-110

[operative amended complaint reflecting additional post-1992 breaches

revealed in discovery].)
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B. The Tried Claims: Breach Of Contract And Breach Of
The Implied Covenant Of Good Faith And Fair Dealing.

Only two claims went to the jury: breach of contract and breach of

the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. (2AA 568-570.) The

heart of those two claims is that Warner deprived Ladd of the bargained-for

profit participation by consistently undervaluing Ladd's films relative to

other films in group television licensing deals. (lAA 98-101.)

The trial court granted nonsuit and a directed verdict on Ladd's

other claims. (2AA 503,521,527; 12RT 3044-3047,3064-3066.) Certain

nonsuit rulings are the basis for Ladd's cross-appeal. (Pp.83-121,post.)

C. Various Witnesses Confirm That Warner Consistently
Under-Allocated Licensing Fees To Ladd's Films.

At trial, Ladd elicited extensive testimony, expert and otherwise, as

to Warner's under-allocations.

1. Expert David Simon.

Ladd's expert David Simon has 32 years of experience in the

television licensing industry, including evaluating movie programmability

for domestic and international television and heading the programming at

numerous television stations, including local stations and national networks

and studios such as Fox, Disney and Dreamworks. (8RT 1803-1828;

6AA 1600.)

Simon explained that to negotiate licenses with movie studios, his

television stations graded movies as A's, B's or C's. (8RT 1815-1824.)

A's had the highest viewing and advertisement potential, B's were used in

lesser rating periods, and C's were basically filler; stations were willing to

pay far more for A's than B's and C's. (Ibid.) Simon dealt with Warner on

numerous occasions, and each time Warner only offered his stations take-it-
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or-leave-it packages of25-35 films of which only a handful were A's, yet

Warner allocated the same price to each movie. (8RT 1809-1812,1819

1820.) Although Simon's stations used their internal movie valuations to

negotiate an overall package purchase price, they did not negotiate what

fees Warner would allocate for the individual movies, nor did they have

input on Warner's allocations. (Ibid.)

Simon spent over 100 hours evaluating Warner's group licensing

agreements involving Ladd's movies. (8RT 1837.) He reviewed every

agreement Warner produced in the lawsuit-218 total-covering the period

October 1, 1992 through 2001. (9RT 2147, 2149, 2155-2156, 2163-2164,

2168,2173-2174.) Simon opined that Ladd's movies "were significantly

undervalued and in just about every agreement that I reviewed" and that

Warner was not giving Ladd's films "fair value for their comparative value

when compared to the other films that they were being licensed with."

(8RT 1845; accord, 8RT 1839 [there was underallocation in "just about

every case"]; 9RT 2142 [there "was a consistent theme in the agreements

that I reviewed"], 2147 [all 218 agreements were consistent with

undervaluation of Ladd's movies], 2149 [there was "a consistent theme" in

all 218], 2174 [same].)

Using the same objective grading methodology employed throughout

his entire career and fairly consistent throughout the industry, Simon

concluded that the Ladd films at issue here are all A's except for "Police

Academy 2" through "Police Academy 6," which are B's, and that Warner

treated Ladd's films "with disregard to [their] value." (8RT 1843, 1878;

9RT 2169-2173,2179-2180; 10AA 2683-2685.) Simon assigned A, Band

C grades to the movies in the core Warner licenses that included Ladd's

films, and concluded his valuations comported with Warner's own internal
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A, Band C grades for its library films. (8RT 1846.)6 But Simon found his

and Warner's internal valuations for Ladd's movies usually diverged from

the licensing fees Warner specified in the group licenses, which Warner

used to determine Ladd's profit participation. (Ibid.; 9RT 2171-2173.)

Simon explained that Warner often assigned the same licensing fee

to each film regardless of Warner's internal valuations, which meant A, B

and C films received the same allocation. (8RT 1843-1844,1847-1851.)

This process of "straight-lining" precludes individual films from receiving

their true value and causes higher value films, such as Ladd's films, to

receive a lower fee than deserved. (8RT 1843-1844, 1851-1852, 1864

1866; 9RT 2175.) Simon demonstrated the approach by discussing three

specific examples of straight-lined agreements. (8RT 1859,1879-1881,

discussing TEs 130*, 577 & 148*.)8

Simon also opined that Warner usually failed to allocate a fair value

to Ladd's films in non-straight-lined agreements, i.e., agreements that

specified different values for the movies, because the agreements allocated

higher license fees to Band C films than to Ladd's films. (8RT 1843

1844.) Warner also directed higher fees to films that were not profitable or

that lacked profit participants. (8RT 1866-1867.) For example, Warner

repeatedly gave "extraordinarily high" valuations to its own animated films,

such as Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny films, even though they had far less

value than Ladd's movies. (8RT 1828-1829, 1844,1867-1875.)

6 Although Simon reviewed every agreement Warner produced in
this lawsuit, he focused his analysis on 58 representative core licensing
deals. (See pp. 21-22, post.)

7 We include TE 57 as a straight-lined agreement because it only
specifies an aggregate license fee for all the movies. (8RT 1881.)

8 "*,, denotes an exhibit shown to the jury but not introduced into
evidence. Although the actual licensing agreement document may not have
been admitted into evidence, the deals were discussed on the record.
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Simon discussed eleven specific examples of non-straight-lined deals

that undervalued Ladd's movies, explaining allocations lacked "rhyme or

reason," made no sense, and just didn't "add up properly" given the

comparative value of Ladd's movies. (8RT 1873, 1875, 1878; see

8RT 1853-1858, 1867-1879; 9RT 2136-2139,2152-2153 discussing

TEs 103*,26*,244,27,174,144*,145,147,160,25 & 41.)

2. Expert David Armstrong.

Ladd's expert David Armstrong has over thirty years experience

buying and selling studio library films for television, including worldwide

television licensing of the MGM library and licensing films from Warner.

(lORT 2529-2534.) Based on his review of 45 group licensing agreements

involving Ladd's movies, Armstrong opined: (1) Warner was favoring

lesser-value movies at Ladd's expense, including its own wholly-owed

animated Daffy Duck and Bugs Bunny films, by allocating more money to

them than their comparative value justified; (2) Warner was straight-lining

films, which meant lesser films received a higher fee than they deserved, to

the detriment of higher-value movies such as Ladd's; and (3) Warner

inaccurately listed re-runs. (lORT 2534-2536, 2546-2571.) Armstrong

opined that Warner's conduct damaged Ladd but did not quantify the

amount. (lORT 2574.)

Armstrong discussed nine specific examples of agreements where

Warner inappropriately undervalued Ladd's movies, including six straight

lined agreements (TEs 98*, 115*, 121 *, 130,* 132*, 171) and three non

straight-lined agreements (TEs 19*,86*,128). (See lORT 2546-2567.)

Armstrong found Warner's use of straight-line allocations

particularly unjustifiable and out ofline with industry practice.

(lORT 2536,2541-2545,2568-2569.)
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3. Auditor James Perry.

Ladd introduced Perry's 2002 audit report revealing Warner's under

allocations and under-payments, and his testimony explaining his findings

and conclusions. (See Statement Of Facts, § G, ante; 5RT 980-1056;

6AA 1446-1480.)9

4. Jay Kanter and Alan Ladd, Jr.

Plaintiff Kanter has valued films for televison licensing purposes

while at Fox and MGM/United Artists. (6RT 1211-1213, 1243-1245.)

Based on his experience, Perry's audit report and reviewing some of

Warner's licensing agreements, Kanter concluded Warner had failed to

allocate fees to Ladd's films in group licenses reflecting their comparative

value. (6RT 1273-1280, 1298.) This included deals where Warner

provided higher fee allocations to movies oflesser value than Ladd's films,

including Warner animated product, and straight-lined deals. (6RT 1273

1280; 7RT 1543-1549.) He explained that studios can direct allocations to

lesser value films in a loss position to avoid paying profit participation.

(6RT 1278-1279.)

9 Warner tries to diminish Perry's testimony by claiming the trial
court barred him from testifying as an expert. (AOB 59.) The trial court,
however, actually ruled that Perry couldn't "give expert opinions other than
his audit and to explain his audit." (5RT 974, emphasis added; see also
5RT 991 [court denying Warner's objection that Perry's audit report
contained inadmissible expert testimony].) Thus, while the court barred
Perry from answering hypothetical questions, it allowed him to testify on
what his audit uncovered and the "criteria for the audit," including his
explanation that Warner unreasonably failed to allocate licensing fees to
Ladd's films reflecting their true comparative value. (5RT 974-978,983,
991,1012,1040,1058.) The court rejected Warner's contention that
Perry's testimony went too far, finding Warner's criticisms merely went to
the weight of Perry's testimony and presented jury issues. (5RT 1058.)
Regardless, Warner opened the door to Perry's testimony through its cross
examination questions. (5RT 1040-1051, 1058.)
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Plaintiff Alan Ladd, Jr. similarly confirmed, based on his industry

experience and review of Perry's audit report, that Warner damaged him by

not fairly allocating licensing fees to his movies. (lIRT 2788-2789,2800,

2829-2831,2834.) He specifically discussed an additional straight-lined

agreement. (12RT 3017-3019, discussing TE 21 *.yo

5. Leslie Cohen (HBO).

Warner suggested that HBO negotiated the individual fee

allocations. (E.g., 5RT 1045-1046, 6RT 1293, 13RT 3731-3732.) HBO

negotiator Leslie Cohen explained that HBO negotiated the overall fee for

the overall volume and that Warner-not HBO-specified the individual

fees without HBO's input and without indicating what factors it considered

(9RT 2222-2250, 2261; 10RT 2402-2405, 2418, 2421). For example, after

HBO negotiated a certain price for its 1999 library deal, Warner added a

group of old Tarzan C-rated movies for free but then listed them at $40,000

apiece even though that reduced the other movies' allocations, including

Ladd's. (9RT 2233-2239, 2244, 2254-2261.)

6. Anthony Friscia (former Warner vice president).

A former Warner vice president (Anthony Friscia) who oversaw

Warner's library film licenses for international free television from 2001 to

mid-2004, explained that Warner never apprised his department of any

internal grading for films or provided any guidelines for allocating licensing

fees to individual films. (7RT 1621-1624, 1644, 1647, 1661-1662.)

Warner's salespersons, not the buyers, set the individual film allocations

(7RT 1640-1641, 1644-1646, 1660-1661), and Warner never performed

10 In addition to their indisputable personal expertise, Kanter and
Ladd were entitled to value their own property rights. (Evid. Code, § 813.)
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computations to check whether the individual fee allocations were proper or

reflected their comparative value (7RT 1647-1648, 1654-1655, 1662). On

some deals, the salesperson determined the individual allocations simply by

dividing the total package price by the number of films, which gave each

film the same licensing fee despite their different comparative values.

(7RT 1640-1646.)

Friscia specifically discussed six agreements he administered that

included Ladd's films, three showing the same straight-lined licensing fees

for each film despite Ladd's films' higher value (7RT 1637-1643, 1650

1662, discussing TEs 168, 171 & 184) and three showing Ladd's films with

lower fees than lesser-value films (7RT 1662-1664, 1650; 9RT 2192-2195,

discussing TEs 186, 195,340).

7. Warner witnesses.

Warner's president of domestic cable division (Eric Frankel),

admitted that Warner would always include C movies in its group licenses,

and often films the buyer didn't want or that were non-playable, because it

would make the deals look better by lowering the average price.

(10RT 2422-2428, 2431-2433, 2480-2484.) The old Tarzan movies Warner

added to its 1999 HBO deal for free, but then allocated fees of $40,000

apiece, are an example. (lORT 2480-2484.)

When shown agreements listing Ladd's movies at the same or a

lower price than movies oflesser value, Frankel couldn't provide a

legitimate explanation and resorted to claiming the agreements must be "out

of context," that straight-lined prices were a "terrific deal," or to admitting

certain prices were "puzzling." (lORT 2475-2480, 2484-2490; 13RT 3721

3730, discussing TEs 293*,344* and 26*.)
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Similarly, Jeffrey Schlesinger, Warner's president of international

television division, admitted that straight-lining results in A, Band C films

all getting the same fee despite their different comparative value.

(14RT 3921,3936.) He admitted Warner "has an obligation to make sure

that each of the films has a fair value compared to the other films that it

licensed" but claimed this only works if the buyer will agree to a title-by

title negotiation. (14RT 3923-3924.) He also was unable to offer any

factual basis for certain deals valuing Ladd's movies below C films (e.g.,

14RT 3966-3969, discussing TE 157), and he admitted that he himself, not

the buyer, set the fee allocations for an $80 million extension deal in

Germany, that he didn't rely on Warner's internal grades in doing so, and

that he set the base fee at $60,000, whether "good, bad or indifferent," and

then set allocations that left certain Ladd movies with the same fee as C-

rated films like old Tarzan movies (14RT 3947-3957).

One of Warner's purported experts, Robert Levi, admitted that

(1) the return on investment on an A film is greater than a C and should

translate to higher values; (2) television broadcasters and buyers have no

say as to how Warner allocates fees for the specific movies on its books;

and (3) it "would never happen" or be "unusual" for a group license

involving films of different value to list the movies at the same fee.

(14RT 4271, 4291-4294,4306-4307.)

D. Ladd's Damages Evidence: Over $3 Million In Unpaid
Participation Profits.

Ladd's expert, Simon, opined that Warner underallocated roughly

$97 million in licensing fees to Ladd's movies, based on underallocations in

the international broadcast market, the domestic broadcast market and the

pay television/cable market of, respectively, $29 million, $24 million and

$44 million. (8RT 1847-1848; 10AA 2683-2685 [per-movie
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breakdowns].) I I His analysis covered the period from October 1992

through 2001. (9RT 2104, 2107-2110, 2114-2115, 2142, 2150, 2155, 2162,

2164,2177-2178.)

Simon used the following methodology:

He reviewed every group television license that Warner produced in

this lawsuit for October 1992 through 2001 that involved the subject Ladd

movies-218 agreements total. (9RT 2147-2149,2173-2175.) He

detennined that Warner had failed to provide all the relevant infonnation

and all the relevant licensing agreements for many markets. (8RT 1848

1849, 1884; 9RT 2111,2125-2126,2134-2135,2144-2145,2172.) For

example, Warner only produced licenses for domestic markets covering

New York, Los Angeles and Chicago, which only comprise 15% of the

country (8RT 1849), and its production of international agreements was

"spotty at best" (9RT 2134).

Given Warner's failure to provide all relevant infonnation and that

Warner solely possessed that infonnation, Simon had to calculate to the best

of his ability the value of Ladd's lost profit participation based on the

incomplete infonnation Warner produced. (8RT 1848; 9RT 2148-2149.)

He selected 58 core licensing deals that he, in his expert opinion, believed

represented the larger markets which typically dictate the value of movies

and collectively provided a reasonable cross-section of the marketplace.

(8RT 1838; 9RT 2147.) He reasonably assumed, based on industry

practice, that the details and licensing agreements Warner failed to produce

II According to the trial transcript, Simon testified that the pay/cable
loss was $47 million relying on memory. (8RT 1847.) Whether Simon
mis-spoke or a transcription error occurred, Simon's worksheets show the
figure was $44 million, which comports with his testimony that the overall
$97 million loss included a $29 million international broadcast loss and a
$24 million domestic broadcast loss. (lOAA 2683-2685; 8RT 1847-1848.)
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would have been consistent with these 58 core licensing deals. (8RT 1848

1849; 9RT 2125-2126.)

Simon extensively analyzed the 58 core agreements by using A, B,

and C grading criteria (that tracked industry standards and Warner's own

internal grading) to assign proper comparative values to each movie in

them, based on the overall deal price and the valuation differences between

the classifications. (8RT 1838, 1846-1848; 9RT2147,2172.) Underhis

model, Simon calculated that Ladd's A and B movies, respectively, should

have been valued,on average, up to 25% to 50% higher than Warner's

allocations. (8RT 1846-1848.) Based on the average underallocations in

these 58 core licensing deals, Simon projected Warner's total revenue

underallocation on Ladd's films by increasing Warner's revenues on Ladd's

movies by 50% on his A movies and 25% on his B movies. (9RT 2148;

10AA 2683-2685.)

Although Simon's damages model rested primarily on the 58 core

licensing deals, he reviewed all the 218 produced agreements and

determined that "the other [produced] agreements beyond the 58 were very

consistent with the model that [he] built" and "in almost all cases ... [the

undervaluation of Ladd's films] was consistent with, on average[,] with

what [he] was finding with the 58 agreements." (9RT 2173-2175.)

Simon's formula produced a fairer evaluation, based on his knowledge and

experience, than an agreement-by-agreement evaluation based on the

incomplete information Warner had produced. (9RT 2172-2174.)

Simon broke down his total underallocation figures per movie.

(lOAA 2683-2685.) Ladd was entitled to 5% of gross revenues on. all his

films once Warner recouped its costs, except for "Chariots Of Fire," on

which Ladd was entitled to 2Y2%. (6RT 1343-1345.)
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Ladd did not seek damages for "Tequila Sunrise," "Outland" and

"Police Academy 6" because Warner purportedly had not recouped its

costs. (l6RT 4868-4869.) As to the other movies, applying Ladd's relevant

profit percentage participations to Simon's underallocated revenue formula

yielded damages totaling $3,190,625. (l6RT 4869-4870,4877.)

If anything, Simon's projections were modest. Based on a much

more limited group of agreements-not the 218 reviewed by Simon-Perry

found that, including interest, Warner owed Ladd over $1.1 million because

of underallocations on ten agreements involving "Police Academy" films

and three involving "Chariots Of Fire." (5RT 992-993, 1010-1011, 1014,

1041-1044, 1053; 6AA 1458.)

E. After Ladd's Case In Chief, The Court Rules That The
Statute Of Limitations Bars Recovery For Pre-July 31,
1999 Profit-Participation Payments; Warner Presents No
Evidence Allocating Between Pre- And Post-Limitations
Period Profits.

Before trial, Warner asked the court to bar Ladd from introducing

any evidence regarding licensing transactions that occurred before

August 1, 1999, claiming the 4-year statute oflimitations for contract

claims barred any damage claims accruing before then. (lAA 147-264;

2AA 475; 2RT 27-33.) The court denied Warner's motion, finding triable

issues as to when Ladd discovered the claims. (2AA 475; 2RT 32-33.)

Later, after Ladd completed his case in chief, the trial court reversed

course, concluded that the discovery rule was inapplicable and that the

statute of limitations barred all claims "prior to July 31, 1999 except that

there are 47 license agreements that are dated prior to July 31, 1999, but

which provided for payments after July 31, 1999." (2AA 521.) It ruled

post-July 31, 1999 licensing payments were actionable because "a new
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limitation period accrues with every additional payment" from Warner to

Ladd. (2AA 521-522; 12RT 3323-3325.)

The court instructed the jury that "Plaintiffs may only recover

damages, if any, based on the alleged underpayment of revenue received

from August 1, 1999, through the present." (2AA 552.) In its defense case

and in closing argument, Warner did not present or rely on any evidence or

argument as to what, if any, portion of Ladd's damages the statute of

limitations might bar. (13RT 3648-14RT 4313; 16RT 4882-17RT 5122.)

F. The Jury Unanimously Finds Breach And Damages.

The jury unanimously found Warner breached its contract and

covenant of good faith and fair dealing and that the breach proximately

caused Ladd "monetary loss in the form of underpayment of profit

participation." (2AA 568-569; 19RT 5712-5715.)

It made specific findings regarding the amount ofundervalued

license fees for each movie at issue and the amount of the additional profit

participation Warner should have paid Ladd from August 1, 1999 through

the present. (2AA 569-570.) The damages totaled $3,190,625. (2AA 570.)

G. After Trial, Warner Chooses An All-Or-Nothing
Approach Of Seeking JNOV Only And Not A New Trial.

After the jury verdict, Warner filed a new trial motion and four

motions for judgment notwithstanding the verdict (JNOV). Warner sought

both a new trial and, alternatively, judgment in its favor claiming: (1) the

verdict included damages barred by the statute of limitations; (2) Simon's

testimony did not support the damages award; (3) no causal connection

between the damages awarded and the contractual breaches specifically

identified in the record; and (4) insufficient evidence ofbreach of contract,
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including breach of the implied covenant. (3AA 580-637; Combined

Respondents' And Cross-Appellants' Appendix ("RA") 1-2.)

Warner later withdrew its new trial motion. (RA 3-4.) Warner

explained that it was purposefully forcing the trial court to make the all-or

nothing choice of either granting judgment for Warner notwithstanding the

jury verdict or upholding the entire verdict for Ladd. (18RT 6327-6328;

see pp. 42-43, post.)

H. The Court Denies Warner's JNOV Motions.

The court denied Warner's JNOV motions. (3AA 769.)

It found that substantial evidence supported that Warner breached its

contract with Ladd and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing,

and that the breaches caused Ladd damages. (18RT 6366,6395-6397.)

As for the amount of damages, the trial court expressed concern that

some portion of the damages may have fallen outside the court-adopted

statute of limitations period but concluded JNOV was improper as the

evidence showed that Ladd suffered at least some substantial damage within

the limitations period. (18RT 6319-6321, 6324-6328, 6359, 6397.)

I. Ladd And Warner Both Appeal.

On November 26,2007, Ladd timely filed a notice of appeal from

the September 25,2007 judgment to the extent that the trial court granted

nonsuit on Ladd's "Blade Runner" and film credits claims. (3AA 773-774.)

That appeal is the subject of Ladd's cross-appeal. (Pp.83-121,post.)

On December 14, 2007, Warner timely filed a notice of cross-appeal

from the September 25,2007 judgment and appeal from the November 19,

2007 JNOV denials. (3AA 781-782.)
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This Court deemed Warner the "appellant" and Ladd the "cross

appellant," pursuant to a sequencing order.

ARGUMENT

I.
ANY FAILURE TO SEGREGATE WHICH PORTION,
IF ANY, OF LADD'S PROVEN DAMAGES MAY HAVE
BEEN BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
OR THE 1992 RELEASE WAS A FAILURE OF PROOF
BY WARNER ON ITS AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES.

Warner does not, and cannot, claim that Ladd failed to prove

damages during the limitations period (and after the release). Warner's

only argument is that Ladd failed to prove that all damages awarded fell

within the limitations period.

But Warner's argument has a fatal flaw. It ignores that Warner had

the burden of proof on its statute of limitations and release affirmative

defenses, and that Warner therefore had the burden to prove what, if any,

damages fell outside the limitations period or had been released. Any

uncertainty regarding what damages fell inside or outside the limitations

period or the release is a failure of proof by Warner on its own affirmative

defenses, compelling that the judgment be affirmed.

A. Substantial Evidence Establishes That Warner Damaged
Ladd During Any Conceivable Limitations And Post
Release Period.

At the outset, there can be no dispute that at least some of Ladd's

damages were suffered during the limitations period that the trial court

adopted. Warner effectively admitted as much. (See, e.g., 2RT 27-29

[Warner's counsel stating 82 of the 218 licenses Warner produced-40% of

them-are dated after July 31, 1999].). Indeed, Warner's brief offers
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purported calculations of Ladd's damages during that limitations period.

(AOB 62-64.)

Nor could Warner ever claim there was no proof of damage. Simon

testified that the 218 licensing agreements he reviewed, which included

agreements falling within the court-adopted limitations period, consistently

underallocated fees to Ladd's movies and he gave specific testimony on

agreements falling within that limitations period. (8RT 1845, 1873-1881;

9RT 2102-2104, 2107-2110, 2137-2139, 2142-2149, 2152-2155, 2168

2178.) Perry and others likewise testified regarding licensing deals on

which Ladd was shortchanged that fall within the limitations period. (See,

e.g., 6AA 1456-1480; 5RT 1010-1014; 6RT 1273-1277, 1285-1287;

7RT 1543-1549,1637-1643,1650-1664; 9RT 2193, 2216-2234, 2254-2258;

10RT 2551-2553, 2559-2562; 14RT 3942-3969.) And numerous licensing

agreements admitted into evidence as trial exhibits have Ladd-movie

related payments within the limitations period. (See, e.g., 4AA 969

[TE 14],970 [TE 24],981-982,990,999 [TE 25],1018,1022,1025-1027

[TE 27], 1035 [TE 32], 1053 [TE 41], 1056-1057, 1060-1062 [TE 43], 1067

[TE 57], 1081, 1090-1091, 1095 [TE 128], 1111 [TE 145], 1156 [TE 147];

5AA 1171, 1177 [TE 151], 1189 [TE 157], 1215 [TE 160], 1229 [TE 168],

1272 [TE 171], 1282 [TE 174],1291 [TE 184],1312 [TE 186],1320

[TE 195],1327 [TE 208]; 7AA 1813 [TE 340].)

Thus, as the trial court recognized, there was ample proof that Ladd

suffered actual damage during the court-adopted recovery period. (See

18RT 6328 [if trial court thought the "money was all prior to 1999, I'd

grant you a JNOV"], 6319-6320 [trial court denying JNOV "because, if I

grant JNOV, I'm saying that there is no money that they can get"],

6321 [trial court would grant JNOV only if plaintiff couldn't win and here

"plaintiff can win" but "I don't know what the correct amount is"], 6324
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["They have proved damages"].) The only issue, thus, is Warner's claim

that the exact amount was difficult or impossible to discern because no

temporal segregation evidence was presented to the jury. (18RT 6319,

6321.)

As we now show, that issue is-if anything-Warner's problem, not

Ladd's.

B. Warner Bore The Burden Of Proving Its Statute Of
Limitations And Release Affirmative Defenses, Including
The Amount Of Damages, IfAny, Those Defenses Barred.

The fatal flaw in Warner's argument is that it was Warner's burden

to present damage-segregation proof, not Ladd's. The statute oflimitations

is an affirmative defense. (E.g., Samuels v. Mix (1999) 22 Ca1.4th 1, 10.)

So, too, is a release. (Walton v. City ofRed Bluff(1991) 2 Cal.AppAth 117,

131.) As with any affirmative defense, Warner bore the burden to prove all

facts essential to its defenses that the statute of limitations and the 1992

release barred some portion of Ladd's damages. (Evid. Code, § 500;

Samuels, supra, 22 Ca1.4th at p. 10 ["a defendant must prove the facts

necessary to enjoy the benefits of a statute oflimitations"]; Walton, supra, 2

Cal.AppAth at p. 131 [defendant bears the burden of proving a claim is

barred by a release]; Colonial Ins. Co. v. Industrial Ace. Com. (1945) 27

Ca1.2d 437, 441 [defendant bears burden of proving start-date for statute of

limitations]; Permanente Medical Group v. Workers' Compo Appeals Bd.

(1985) 171 Cal.App.3d 1171, 1184 ["[T]he burden ofproducing evidence

sufficient to show (plaintiff s) claim was barred by the statute of limitations

is upon (defendants) who have asserted the statute as a defense"].)

Warner reverses the governing burden of proof when it criticizes

Ladd for not presenting evidence sufficient to establish what portion of

damages may have been barred by Warner's statute of limitations and
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release defenses. The burden of producing such evidence was Warner's.

(Ibid.)

That burden is not only to establish that the affinnative

defense-limitations or release-might apply or applies to some portion of

the damages, but also to establish the amount of damages to which it

applies: "[A] party has the burden of proof as to each fact the existence or

nonexistence of which is essential to the ... defense that he is asserting."

(Evid. Code, § 500, emphasis added; id. § 550, subd. (b) ["The burden of

producing evidence as to a particular fact is initially on the party with the

burden of proof as to that fact"].)

Case law from across the country confinns that Warner's failure to

present such damage-segregation evidence constituted a failure of proof on

its affinnative defenses, entitling Ladd to recover all his proved damages:

"Where a part of plaintiffs claim for damages is barred by the

statute of limitations and a part of it is not, the defendant

pleading the statute as an affinnative defense has the burden

of specifically proving which portion ofpiaintiff's damages

are barred by the statute. Failure to so prove will result in a

complete failure ofthe affirmative defense . . . . The

obligation to segregate the damage should fall upon the

wrongdoer and not upon the person he has hanned."

(Western Recreational Vehicles, Inc. v. Swift Adhesives, Inc., a Div. of

Reichhold Chemicals, Inc. (9th Cir. 1994) 23 F.3d 1547, 1553, emphasis

added, quoting Henderson v. Pennwalt Corp. (1985) 41 Wash.App. 547,

555-556, 704 P.2d 1256, 1262.)

Thus, "the burden of segregating damages arising before and after

the commencement of the limitation period falls on the defendant."

(Riniker v. Wilson (Iowa App. 2000) 623 N.W.2d 220,228, emphasis
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added; accord, Earl v. Clark (Iowa 1974) 219 N.W.2d 487,491; Alston v.

Bitely (1972) 252 Ark. 79, 97, 477 S.W.2d 446, 458; Furrer v. Talent

Irrigation District (1970) 258 Or. 494, 518-519, 466 P.2d 605, 617-618;

Fulle v. Boulevard Excavating, Inc. (1978) 20 Wash.App. 741,743-744,

582 P.2d 566; Golden v. Lerch Bros. (1938) 203 Minn. 211, 220, 281 N.W.

249,253; Buckv. Newberry (1904) 55 W. Va. 681,47 S.E. 889, 890;

Girson v. Girson ofCentralia (1941) 112 Mont. 183, 114 P.2d 274,276;

Sanders v. Merchants' State Bank ofCentralia (1932) 349 Ill. 547, 564, 182

N.B. 897,903; Block v. Breindel (N.Y.App.Div. 1958) 5 A.D.2d 1007,

1008, 174 N.Y.S.2d 389, 391.)

Although no published California decision specifically addresses the

damages-segregation issue in the release or statute of limitations context,

our Supreme Court has made clear that the traditional rule imposing the

burden of proof on the party asserting the affirmative defense is to be fully

honored in all but the most exceptional circumstances. (See, e.g., Samuels

v. Mix, supra, 22 Ca1.4th at pp. 19-22 [reversing trial court for requiring

plaintiff to prove his action was timely filed]; Adams v. Murakami (1991)

54 Ca1.3d 105, 120 [declining to burden defendant with proving the state of

his own finances when punitive damages are in issue].y2 "The general rule

has long been that 'He who takes the benefit must bear the burden. ,,, (Id. at

p. 120.) Thus, if Warner wanted to take the benefit of the statute of

12 There is no basis for one of the exceedingly rare exceptions to the
burden of proof here. If anything, Warner, as the holder of the accounting
and licensing records, was in a unique position to meet its burden ofproof
had it chosen to do so. (McMillian v. Stroud (2008) 166 Cal.AppAth 692,
702 ["the burden ofproof is properly imposed on a party that has sole or
primary control over dispositive evidence"]; Wolfv. Superior Court (2003)
107 Cal.AppAth 25,35-36 [movie studio with exclusive control of essential
financial records regarding contingent compensation must bear burden of
proof].)
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limitations or the release to reduce its damage liability by some amount, it

had to bear the burden ofproving what that amount should be.

California courts have repeatedly and uniformly held in myriad

contexts that where a wrongdoer seeks to reduce its liability for proven

damages or a party seeks to avoid normally recoverable costs the wrongdoer

or party seeking the cost reduction has the burden to present evidence

sufficient to establish-to segregate-the amount of nonresponsibility.

(See, e.g., Buss v. Superior Court (1997) 16 Ca1.4th 35, 53 [where

insurance policy covers some, but not all, claims, insurer has the burden to

establish which defense costs can be attributed solely to claims that are not

potentially covered]; McMillian, supra, 166 Cal.AppAth at pp. 701-702

[party seeking to reduce MediCal lien has burden to establish amount by

which settlement included reduced medical expenses]; Carnation Co. v.

Olivet Egg Ranch (1986) 189 Cal.App.3d 809,816-817 [reversing nonsuit

where plaintiff presented no amount of damage-mitigation evidence: "the

established rule is that '(t)he burden of proof is on the party whose breach

caused damage, to establish matters relied on to mitigate damage"],

emphasis added, citing multiple cases; Smith v. Santa Rosa Police Dept.

(2002) 97 Cal.AppAth 546, 569 [where party claims "mitigating

circumstances lessen culpability and warrant lesser or no discipline or

punishment, assertion and proof of such is the burden of the person

asserting the presence of mitigating circumstances"], citing multiple cases;

Lara v. Nevitt (2004) 123 Cal.AppAth 454,459 [defendant asserting

plaintiffs comparative negligence to reduce damage liability "must offer an

evidentiary basis for the jury to assign a percentage of negligence to

plaintiff and, ordinarily, that will require expert testimony"].)

Likewise "[t]o preserve for appeal a challenge to separate

components of a plaintiffs damage award, a defendant must request a
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special verdict form that segregates the elements of damages. [Citations.J

The reason for this rule is simple. Without a special verdict separating the

various damage components, '[the Court of AppealJ ha[sJ no way of

determining what portion-if any' of an award was attributable to a

particular category of damages challenged on appeal. [Citation.]" (Greer v.

Buzgheia (2006) 141 Cal.AppAth 1150, 1158.)

Similarly, it was Warner's obligation-as the proponent of its

affirmative defenses-to propose and obtain correct and complete jury

instructions on its defense theories. (Agarwal v. Johnson (1979) 25 Cal.3d

932, 951, overruled on other grounds in White v. Ultramar, Inc. (1999) 21

Cal.4th 563 [each party "must propose complete and comprehensive

instructions in accordance with his theory of the litigation"J; Cain v. State

Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co. (1975) 47 Cal.App.3d 783, 798 [defendant could

not complain about court's failure to instruct on its affirmative defenses

where defendant never requested a specific proper instruction].) Warner,

however, never requested any jury instructions on its statute-of-limitations

or release defenses, let alone one explaining its burden of proof, nor did the

court provide any instructions on Warner's defenses. (See 2AA 530-558.)

The most the jury was told was that Ladd could only recover damages based

on underpayments received after August 1, 1999. (2AA 552.)

Warner admitted during the JNOV proceeding that it never presented

damage-segregation evidence to the jury; it instead erroneously claimed it

was Ladd's burden to present such evidence. (See 18RT 6307 [Warner:

Ladd "made no attempt whatever during closing argument to direct the jury

to any evidence, any theory upon which they could isolate the damages

from August 1, 1999, to July 31, 2007"J, 6322 [Warner: "the defendant had

no obligation to separate the damages"; "[tJhat was the plaintiffs

obligation"J, 6323 [Warner: plaintiffs failure "to separate the recoverable
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damages from the nonrecoverable damages means the verdict cannot

stand"], 6329 [Warner: Ladd "didn't have the calculations for the jury"].)

In denying JNOV, the trial court recognized that Warner had the

opportunity, and refused, to present damage-segregation evidence to the

jury. (18RT 6322 [trial court noting that, unlike here, defendants will often

tell the jury not to award damages but offer alternative amounts as a

fallback], 6330 [trial court noting Warner "didn't make any effort or do

anything at all" to segregate damages in its defense case].) Having failed to

do so, Warner is in no position to complain on appeal about the absence of

damage-segregation evidence.

As Warner now argues (AOB 31-34) and as the trial court observed,

the lack of damage-segregation evidence precluded the jury (and the trial

court and this Court) from determining which portion of the damages might

fall outside the trial court-defined statute of limitations period. (18RT 6319

[court: "[N]obody ever broke down ... how much was paid ... from 1992

to 1999. . .. And nobody told the jury how much was paid after. ... [I]

have no idea, of the $3 million award, whether $2 million is for after and

$1 million is before or what the amounts are"].)l3 But under Evidence Code

section 500 and the above authorities, that's Warner's problem, not Ladd's.

As Warner itself has recognized, "[t]he standard is you only get one

shot at trial" to present your proof. (18RT 6325.) Warner's "one shot" is

over: "[W]here no evidence is introduced in support of an issue of

limitations, findings should be made thereon against the party who has the

burden ofproof." (54 C.l.S. Limitations of Actions, § 386.)

13 See also 18RT 6321 ("just as you're saying that there's seven
years before and there's years after, we don't know how much money was
attributable to before"), 6325 ("The problem I have is before 1999 and after
1999, I have no idea what those amounts are on either side"), 6326 (same).
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The judgment must therefore be affirmed in full. (See, e.g., ibid.;

Fulle, supra, 20 Wash.App. at p. 744, 582 P.2d at pp. 568-569 [defendant's

liability affirmed for all proven damages because it presented no evidence

from which trier of fact could determine which portion occurred before

limitations period]; Earl v. Clark, supra, 219 N.W.2d at p. 491 [damage

award affirmed because defendant "adduced no proof by which it can be

determined what part, if any, of plaintiffs' special damages were barred by

the ... limitations period"].)

Warner cannot complain about a result that comports with the correct

law-that Warner had, but did not satisfy, the burden of proof on its

affirmative defenses-especially given its failure to even recognize or

discuss the proper burden of proof in its opening brief.

C. Warner's Cases Are Inapposite; None Addresses A
Defendant's Burden Of Proving An Affirmative Defense.

Warner rests its erroneous assertion that Ladd had to present

damage-segregation evidence on three cases: Golden Eagle Refinery Co. v.

Associated Internat. Ins. Co. (2001) 85 Cal.AppAth 1300, Austin v. Roberts

(1933) 130 Cal.App. 328, and Carrey v. Boyes Hot Springs Resort, Inc.

(1966) 245 Cal.App.2d 618. (See AOB 27-30.) As the trial court correctly

recognized, these cases are "not the same" as here and "don't apply to this

case." (18RT 6321.) None involves the statute oflimitations, a release, or

any other affirmative defense. Nor do they involve contexts where a

plaintiff proved the defendant's wrongdoing caused its damages but

defendant claimed the amount should be mitigated for some reason.

• Austin: After a jury found defendant wrongfully evicted plaintiff

and converted his property, the Court of Appeal reversed plaintiff's lost

profit award because there was no showing as to which part of the loss, if

any, was attributable to defendant's wrongdoing as opposed to another
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cause for which defendant could not be held responsible. (130 Cal.App. at

pp.332-333.) Plaintiff therefore failed to meet its burden of proving an

essential element ofplaintiff's affirmative case-causation, i.e., that

defendant's conduct was the cause or the "origin" of his damages. (Id. at p.

333.)

• Carrey: This was another landlord-tenant eviction and property

conversion case, like Austin. The Court of Appeal reversed and remanded

for a new trial on damages, because the damage award included an

undetermined amount for property that defendants could not have converted

because it was not in their possession. (245 Cal.App.2d at pp. 622-623.) It

cited Austin for the principle that plaintiff needed to segregate which items

were converted. (Id. at p. 622.) Again, the issue was the extent to which

the defendant's conduct caused plaintiffs harm, an element of plaintiffs

case on which plaintiff bore the burden of proof.

• Golden Eagle: The Court of Appeal held an insured could not

obtain indemnity coverage from its liability insurers for environmental

contamination where the insured admitted that the environmental damage

was "indivisible as to any particular causal event" and it therefore could not

prove which contamination, if any, was caused by covered events. (85

Cal.App.4th at pp. 1310-1311.) Because the insured needed to prove

covered events caused the contamination to obtain indemnity coverage, the

Court of Appeal held the indemnity claim failed. (Id. at pp. 1314-1317.)

Again, this is a case involving a plaintiffs failure to prove the causation

element of its affirmative case.

As demonstrated, these three cases involve contexts where plaintiffs

failed to prove the requisite causal connection between their purported loss

and between either the defendants' wrongdoing (Austin and Carrey) or an

insurer's indemnity obligation (Golden Eagle). They are worlds apart from
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this case, where Ladd established that Warner's wrongdoing caused all of

Ladd's damages and Warner failed to establish what portion of the resulting

damages fell, if any, within its affirmative statute-of-limitations and release

defenses. If anything, Austin, Carrey, and Golden Eagle support Ladd, as

they confirm that the party with the burden ofproof on an issue bears the

consequences of insufficient evidence.

D. It Is Far Too Late For Warner's Novel Factual
Theories-Never Presented To The Trial Court Or The
Jury-Either As A Basis To Reduce The Judgment Or
For A New Trial.

As fallbacks to a defense judgment, Warner asks this Court to step

into the jury's role and to recalculate the damage award or, alternatively, to

grant a new trial. These arguments fail because they rest on evidence and

argument that Warner never presented to the jury or to the trial court, and

remedies that Warner specifically forsook below.

1. Warner premises its appellate arguments on
entirely new factual theories and presentation.

Warner asks this Court to either remit the judgment against it in the

first instance or grant a new trial on the damage-segregation issue.

(AOB 62-66.) In doing so, it presents an entirely new approach and new

fact record, created just for appeal:

• Relying solely on Appendix B to its brief, Warner presents an

argument for the very first time in this case as to the maximum

amount of damages Ladd purportedly suffered within the

limitations period based solely upon the licensing agreements in

evidence. (AOB 62.) Appendix B is a chart that Warner created
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solely for this appeal and never presented, either in form or

substance, to the jury or trial court. 14

• Based solely on Appendix C to its brief, Warner also presents an

argument, again raised for the first time on appeal, as to the

maximum amount of damages Ladd purportedly suffered within

the limitations period if all licensing agreements are considered.

(AOB 63-64.) Appendix C is another chart that Warner created

solely for this appeal and never presented, either in form or

substance, to the jury or trial court.

• Alternatively, Warner asks this Court to grant a new trial on

damages because Ladd failed "to identify the losses he suffered

during the relevant time period." (AOB 64-66.) This is the very

relief Warner forsook in the trial court. (Pp. 24-25, ante.)

These new charts have never been authenticated, never been the

subject of testimony, never been vetted by cross-examination or rebuttal

testimony, and never subjected to competing expert analysis. Their

derivation rests on Warner's own suppositions about their purported validity

and import. Nor have Warner's new factual arguments ever been subjected

to the fires of adversarial factual presentation. As we show below,

Warner's newfound remittitur and new trial arguments fail under standard

appellate principles.

2. Warner's abandonment of its new trial motion
precludes its excessive damages arguments.

It is well settled that "[fJailure to move for a new trial on the ground

of excessive ... damages precludes a challenge on appeal to the amount of

14 Warner likewise created its Appendix A, which it claims shows
Simon must have predicated his damage calculations on Perry's audit report
(AOB 36), solely for this appeal.
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damages if the challenge turns on the credibility of witnesses, conflicting

evidence, or other factual questions." (County ofLos Angeles v. Southern

Cal. Edison Co. (2003) 112 Cal.AppAth 1108, 1121.) The trial court, not

an appellate court, "must weigh the evidence and acts as an independent

trier of fact" and "is in a far better position than the Court of Appeal to

evaluate the amount of damages awarded in light of the evidence presented

at trial." (Ibid.)

When excessive-damage challenges are raised for the first time on

appeal they "'unnecessarily burden the appellate courts with issues which

can and should be resolved at the trial level. '" (Ibid. [absence of new trial

motion precluded appellate court from considering damages question

because it entailed factual issues]; accord, Jamison v. Jamison (2008) 164

Cal.AppAth 714, 719-720 [failure to move for new trial barred challenge to

trial court's real property valuation]; Glendale Fed. Sav. & Loan Assn. v.

Marina View Heights Dev. Co. (1977) 66 Cal.App.3d 101, 123 [failure to

move for new trial precluded party from attacking amount of damages

"except insofar as errors oflaw were committed"].)

Warner's contentions as to the proper amount of damages (e.g.,

seeking a reduced judgment of $173,468 or $679,406 or some other

amount) are factual, not legal, arguments. They rest on evidentiary charts

attached to Warner's appellate brief, various undisclosed assumptions

underlying the calculations in those charts, and purported inferences to be

drawn from those charts. The charts constitute the very type of evidence,

indeed expert opinion, that must be authenticated and explained at trial, and

subjected to cross-examination and contrary expert analysis.

But Warner, by withdrawing its new trial motion on that ground,

never gave the trial court the opportunity to rule if damages were excessive

or if further evidence was appropriate. It thereby waived any claim on
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appeal that the damages awarded are excessive. Having not sought

remittitur in the trial court, it cannot do so for the first time on appeal.

3. Warner waived its arguments by never presenting
them to the jury and trial court.

a. Warner is barred from presenting brand
new evidence and arguments on appeal.

The impropriety of Warner's factual damages arguments on appeal

goes beyond just its failure to move for a new trial. Warner is

impermissibly presenting a brand new case on appeal. It is asking this

Court to perform the very evidentiary function that is the jury's province.

Warner never presented its new evidentiary charts or analyses and

arguments at trial, let alone attempted to authenticate them or establish their

purported validity, accuracy and import. It never even made in the trial

court the substance of any of the evidentiary arguments it now advances.

Rather, it treats this appeal as an opportunity for a trial "do over" to a new

audience. It can't.

It is "'fundamental that a reviewing court will ordinarily not consider

claims made for the first time on appeal which could have been but were

not presented to the trial court.'" (Premier Medical Management Systems,

Inc. v. California Insurance Guarantee Association (2008) 163 Cal.AppAth

550, 564.) Appellate courts "'ignore arguments, authority, and facts not

presented and litigated in the trial court'" and should refuse to '''reverse a

judgment on grounds that the opposing party did not have an opportunity to

argue and the trial court did not have an opportunity to consider.'" (Ibid.;

accord, In re Marriage ofEben-King & King (2000) 80 Cal.AppAth 92, 117

("King") ["issues or theories not properly raised or presented in the trial

court may not be asserted on appeal"].)
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The jury was the trier of fact, not this Court. Where, as here, a party

has a jury trial right, "an appellate court is without authority to receive

additional evidence for the purpose of reversing the judgment." (Estate of

Volen (1953) 121 Cal.App.2d 161, 167; accord, People v. Willison (1932)

122 Cal.App. 760, 762-763 [after a jury trial, an appellate court cannot take

additional evidence of facts and make factual findings].) Evidentiary

documents not part of the trial court record have no place in appellate

briefing. (Connecticut Indemnity Co. v. Superior Court (2000) 23 Cal.4th

807,813, fn. 2.)

Warner is bound by the case it chose to present (or not to present) to

the jury. "The rule is well settled that the theory upon which a case is tried

must be adhered to on appeal. A party is not permitted to change his

position and adopt a new and different theory on appeal. To permit him to

do so would not only be unfair to the trial court, but manifestly unjust to the

opposing litigant." (Ernst v. Searle (1933) 218 Cal. 233,240-241, quoted

in Richmond v. Dart Industries, Inc. (1987) 196 Cal.App.3d 869,874;

accord, Ford Motor Credit Co. v. Hunsberger (2008) 163 Cal.App.4th

1526, 1531.) Warner's argument to the jury-legally misguided as it

was-was that damages, on the presented evidentiary record, had not been

and could not be segregated between various time periods. (See, e.g.,

16RT 4925; 17RT 5108, 5121-5122.) It cannot now change its tune on

appeal and argue the exact opposite.

This is especially true because Ladd has never been afforded the

opportunity to meet this newly framed theory-to test its assumptions, to

dispute the derivation of Warner's calculations, to cross-examine the people

who created the new appendices, to have its own experts address the charts,

or to marshal and present its own evidence on the subject. "'[I]fthe new

theory contemplates a factual situation the consequences of which are open
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to controversy and were not put in issue or presented at the trial the

opposing party should not be required to defend against it on appeal.'

[Citations.]" (Adelson v. Hertz Rent-A-Car (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 221,

225-226.) It is far too late to raise new evidentiary theories not raised at

trial. 15

Indeed, it is clear from the JNOV proceedings that the trial court

would have barred Warner's new evidentiary charts and analyses had

Warner presented them to the court after the jury verdict-a discretionary

decision that would have been virtually unassailable on appeal. (People v.

Williams (1997) 16 Cal.4th 635,686 [abuse of discretion standard governs

denial of new trial motion]; Herrick v. Quality Hotel, Inns & Resorts, Inc.

(1993) 19 Cal.AppAth 1608, 1620 [same re remittitur requests].) When

Warner presented a new evidentiary chart and new evidentiary analyses

with its JNOV motion (to purportedly show Simon's revenue-increase

percentages were arbitrary), the trial court observed that Warner was

impermissibly urging "an argument that was never made to the jury"

founded on evidence it never presented at trial, and concluded that it was

too late for Warner to start "playing with numbers," an approach it avoided

at trial. (18RT 6335-6340, 6345, 6359; 3AA 605-606,640-644, 717-718.)

15 The theories are also legally irrelevant. For example, Exhibit B is
some sort of unauthenticated analysis of the 20 licensing agreements in
evidence. But as we show in Section IV.C,post, Warner's suggestion that
damages could only be awarded on agreements actually in evidence is
specious. Likewise, Warner claims that Exhibit C is an underallocation
analysis of all licensing agreements during the purported limitations period,
but the chart does not even attempt to address all licensing agreements
falling within the limitations period-estimated to be 47 or as high as 82
(2RT 27-29; 12RT 3307-3308, 3323-3325; 2AA 521). Rather, it is some
sort of revenue analysis that on its face appears to exclude any fees
underallocated between August 1, 1999 (the purported limitations start
date) through March 2001 or March 2003, even though it is evident (e.g.,
Perry's audit report) that Ladd was damaged during these periods.
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The same is true now. Warner chose not to present damage

segregation evidence to the jury or to argue a damages-segregation case. It

does not get a second chance to present a wholly new factual case and

argument on appeal. Warner's failure to raise any damages segregation

issue in the trial court "waive[s] [its] right to do so on appeaL" (King,

supra, at p. 117; accord, County ofLos Angeles, supra 112 Cal.App.4th at

p. 1119.)

b. Warner's waiver was intentional.

Warner didn't just waive-it intentionally waived any issue

regarding damages segregation. It made a conscious tactical choice.

Warner purposefully chose to seek only JNOV relief in the trial

court. It filed, but then withdrew, a new trial motion. (RA 1-4). It did so

because it knowingly chose an all-or-nothing approach, i.e., that the trial

court would either have to grant JNOV for Warner or uphold the entire jury

award. When the trial court observed that "you're going all for broke ...

on this one," Warner's counsel responded "May 1say, and as 1think Your

Honor understands, we're purposefully doing that." (18RT 6327, emphasis

added.) And when the court confirmed that with Warner's all-or-nothing

approach, "if the Appellate Court doesn't go along with it, then [Ladd]

get[s] it all," Warner confirmed "Yes, Your Honor." (18RT 6328.)16

16 It is clear that Warner sought a tactical advantage from this
approach. A trial court is "without power to order a new trial sua sponte."
(Sanchez-Corea v. Bank ofAmerica (1985) 38 Cal.3d 892,899; accord,
8 Witkin, Cal. Procedure (5th ed. 2008) Attack on Judgment in Trial Court,
§ 46, p. 632.) The trial court correctly recognized that Warner intentionally
tied its hands by withdrawing the new trial motion. (18RT 6317 [noting
court was intentionally put in "this dilemma" since there is no new trial
motion], 6348 ["1 don't have a new trial motion"], 6350 ["neither side will
let me have a motion for new trial"].)
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Warner, thus, consciously chose not to litigate any issue regarding the

amount, if any, of damages that might fall outside the limitations period.

Warner is bound on appeal by its all-or-nothing tactical choice.

"Bait and switch on appeal not only subjects the parties to avoidable

expense, but also wreaks havoc on a judicial system too burdened to retry

cases on theories that could have been raised earlier." (JRS Products, Inc.

v. Matsushita Elec. Corp. ofAmerica (2004) 115 Cal.App.4th 168, 178.)

Parties who move for post-judgment relief at the trial court level solely on

one basis cannot change course on appeal just "because in hindsight it now

seems expedient for [them] to do so." (King, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at

p. 110 [party who moved to vacate judgment under Code of Civil Procedure

section 473 could not on appeal switch to relying on Family Code].)

Allowing Warner to change "position and adopt a new and different theory

on appeal ... would not only be unfair to the trial court, but manifestly

unjust to the opposing litigant [Ladd]." (Id. at pp. 110-111.)

4. Warner cannot ask this Court for a new trial to
present the case that it abjured in the trial court.

For the same reasons, Warner cannot now seek a new trial to present

the damage-mitigation evidence and evidentiary arguments it opted against

presenting to the jury and to the trial court. "Trial is the one opportunity a

party has to present whatever evidence exists on the issues presented. It is

not a practice run to be scrapped in favor of a more complete proceeding in

the event of an adverse judgment." (Garretson v. Harold 1. Miller (2002)

99 Cal.App.4th 563, 575.)

Warner cannot, on appeal, seek to toss out a 20-day trial to present a

new case that it consciously chose not to present the first time around. It is

bound by the all-or-nothing approach it took both at trial and in its post

judgment motions.
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5. Eicher is inapposite.

Warner relies on Eicher v. Advanced Business Integrations, Inc.

(2007) 151 Cal.App.4th 1363, as providing authority for this Court to

exercise some independent factfinding function. It argues that, under

Eicher, if Ladd incurred any damages before August 1, 1999, then "the

proper remedy would be to modify the judgment to reflect the maximum

amount of damages the court believes is supported by the evidence."

(AOB 60, emphasis added.)

Wrong. Eicher says no such thing. Its facts and holding are

irrelevant.

Eicher involved an award to an employee for unpaid overtime

compensation after a court trial. Although the defendant never moved for a

new trial, it did object to the court's statement of decision "on the ground

that the calculation of overtime compensation improperly included as hours

worked the time that [plaintiff] was off with pay," and the trial court

overruled the objection. (Eicher, supra, 151 Cal.App.4th at p. 1376.) On

appeal, the defendant "renew[ed] its argument that the trial court improperly

included as hours worked the time that [plaintiff] was off with pay." (Ibid.)

The appellate court agreed, and reduced the damage award because it could

determine the "time off' amount by construing evidence already in the

record in the light most favorable to plaintiff. (Id. at pp. 1377-1378.)

Unlike here, the evidentiary issue in Eicher was one on which the

plaintiff had the burden ofproof and which turned on evidence already in

the record; and, unlike here, the issue in Eicher was one the defendant

specifically raised in the trial court. By contrast, Warner is trying to avoid

paying a portion of damages that it actually caused Ladd, relying on

affirmative defenses it never proved at trial and factual theories it never

presented to the jury or trial court and which rest on assumptions,
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suppositions, inferences and compilations never vetted in the trial court.

That wasn't the issue in Eicher.

Likewise, Eicher did not involve the sort of waiver and conscious

tactical choice present here. Warner's remittitur and new-trial arguments

are not a "renew[al]" of its trial court arguments, as was the case in Eicher.

(Id. at p. 1376.) Rather, they constitute a brand new case-remedies and

evidentiary analyses Warner purposefully forsook in the trial court and only

raises for the first time on appeal because its trial court gambit proved

unWIse.

And there's yet another distinction. The Eicher court could

determine the amount of "time off' by construing testimony and documents

already in the trial record in the light most favorable to the plaintiff and

without resolving evidentiary conflicts or evaluating credibility. (Id. at

pp. 1377-1378.) Warner, in contrast, relies on evidentiary charts and

arguments never presented at trial and created solely for appeal-charts the

jury and trial court never reviewed, that have never been properly

authenticated, that rest entirely on Warner's suppositions about their

validity and import, that have never faced the crucible of cross-examination

and expert review, that present improper expert opinion, and that are frankly

incomprehensible. The only reason the trial court never exercised its

discretion to strike this evidence is that Warner never proffered it in the trial

court.

This isn't an Eicher-type case. Not close. Warner failed to bear its

burden of proof on its affirmative defenses. The judgment must be

affirmed.
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II.
IN ANY EVENT, THE DAMAGES AWARDED ALL
FALL WITHIN THE CORRECT STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS PERIOD AND OUTSIDE THE 1992
RELEASE.

Even without its burden of proof failure, Warner's attempt to

diminish the jury's damage award must fail. Warner's argument that the

damages are excessive is premised on two temporal bars. The first is the

running of the statute of limitations. The second is the release of pre-1992

claims. As to the first, Warner's (and the trial court's) view as to when the

statute oflimitations ran is wrong. Ladd's entire lawsuit is timely. As to

the release of pre-1992 claims, the substantial evidence is that none of the

damages relate to the pre-1992 period.

A. The Statute Of Limitations Did Not Commence Until The
2002 Audit Revealed Warner's Breaches.

1. The discovery rule governs Ladd's contract claims.

Warner asserts that the statute of limitations commenced running the

instant Warner entered each licensing agreement. (AOB 52.) Not so. The

trial court ruled that the statute ran with each payment to Ladd from

Warner. (2AA 521-522; 12RT 3323-3330, 3355.) But that, too, was

incorrect. The statute did not commence to run until Ladd reasonably

discovered Warner's breach, that is, with the 2002 audit.

Under California law, the discovery rule applies to contractual

breaches that "'can be, and are, committed in secret and, moreover, where

the harm flowing from those breaches will not be reasonably discoverable

by plaintiffs until a future time. '" (Gryczman v. 4550 Pica Partners, Ltd.

(2003) 107 Cal.AppAth 1,4-5, quoting April Enterprises, Inc. v. KTTV

(1983) 147 Cal.App.3d 805, 832; see also Weatherly v. Universal Music

Publishing Group (2004) 125 Cal.AppAth 913,918-919 [applying
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discovery rule to contract claim for improper calculation of royalties]; Stop

Loss Ins. Brokers, Inc. v. Brown & Toland Medical Group (2006) 143

Cal.AppAth 1036, 1059, fn. 8 [discovery rule "has been applied

consistently in negligent breach of contract cases"].)

The discovery rule delays commencement of the limitations period

for suits, including contract claims, where '''[t]he injury or the act causing

the injury, or both, have been difficult for the plaintiff to detect,' 'the

defendant has been in a far superior position to comprehend the act and the

injury,' and 'the defendant had reason to believe the plaintiff remained

ignorant he had been wronged.'" (Gryczman, supra, 107 Cal.AppAth at pp.

4-5.) Weatherly, in particular, is on point. It applied the discovery rule to

virtually the same circumstances here-payment of royalties (the equivalent

of profit participation) by a studio (there a music studio) marketing

another's creative work.

Here, Warner committed its breaches in secret and the harm was only

discoverable through a later audit. It was undisputed that:

• Ladd had no knowledge regarding when Warner entered

licensing agreements, the terms of those agreements, or how

Warner allocated prices amongst movies in a package.

(6RT 1290; 11RT 2797-2798, 2832, 2866; 13RT 3719-3720;

14RT 3980.)

• The profit-participation statements Warner periodically sent

contained no back-up showing underlying licensing fees or an

explanation for the reported figures (e.g., 5RT 997-998;

11RT 2809-2810; 13RT 3746-3748; 14RT 3980.)

• An audit of Warner's records-an expensive process costing tens

of thousands, sometimes over $100,000-was the only way for

Ladd to uncover Warner's breaches. (Ibid.; 7RT 1524, 1536.)
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• The only notice Ladd received of a post-1992 accounting

problem occurred in 2001, when Ladd learned another "Blade

Runner" profit participant had received payments from Warner,

contrary to Warner's repeated assertions to Ladd that the movie

was deep in the red so there was no need for any accounting.

(6RT 1263-1265,1268-1269; 7RT 1507-1508, 1531-1535, 1591

1592; 11RT 2810-2812,2865.) Ladd immediately retained Perry

to audit Blade Runner and other movies. (6RT 1269; 7RT 1536;

11RT 2814.) Since Warner restricted Perry's audit to the prior

four years, and denied him much of the information he requested,

Ladd only uncovered all the breaches at issue here by filing this

lawsuit and gaining discovery rights. (5RT 985-986, 1048-1051,

1054; 11RT 2866; 6AA 1448.)

• This suit, filed in 2003, was well within the 4-year limitations

period commencing with the 2001 inquiry notice or the 2002

audit report.

Warner controlled and never disclosed all the relevant information,

and it knew Ladd could only discover its wrongdoing through an audit.

Under these circumstances, as a matter of law, the statute of limitations did

not begin to run until at least 2001. The discovery rule applies, making the

statute of limitations irrelevant to this case.
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2. The trial court erroneously created an obligation to
audit without inquiry notice that neither the law
nor the parties' contract imposes.

In rejecting Warner's contention that the statute of limitations

commenced the instant Warner secretly entered any licensing agreement,

the trial court correctly recognized that Warner's theory would force Ladd

"to audit every single year" to discover new licenses and "that's not

reasonable." (12RT 3328-3329.) Yet by using Warner's payments to Ladd

as the trigger, instead of applying the discovery rule, the court effectively

imposed on Ladd that very same unreasonable duty to audit continuously.

The court got there by decreeing Ladd has "an obligation to audit,"

that the statute of limitations is always running and bars any claims if Ladd

doesn't audit, and Ladd therefore must accept Warner's numbers ifhe

doesn't audit. (12RT 3074.) It reasoned that if Warner didn't provide all

the necessary information (as occurred here), Ladd had "a right to file a

lawsuit against [Warner] each and every year." (12RT 3086.)

The court's analysis reduces to the contention that the combination

of a right to audit and a statute of limitations creates an obligation to audit a

profit-participation statement and sue on audit-discovered claims within the

applicable limitations period or else all claims are lost. But no case says

that. To the contrary, the Weatherly court found the discovery rule applied

even though the parties contractually agreed to a one-year limitations

period for contesting royalty statements. (125 Cal.AppAth at pp. 917, 919.)

A right to audit, which is all the Ladd-Warner contract provided for

here, is not an obligation to audit for discovery-rule purposes: '''Where no

duty is imposed by law to make inquiry, and where, under the

circumstances, a prudent man would not be put on inquiry, the mere fact

that means of knowledge are open and not availed of does not operate to

give constructive notice of the facts.'" (Weatherly, supra, 125 Cal.AppAth
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at p. 919, citing various cases; see Reid v. Robinson (1923) 64 Cal.App. 46,

56 [stockholders have "no duty or obligation ... to examine the books or

the minutes of the corporation either constantly or at intervals for the

purpose of detecting fraudulent acts or transactions ..."].)

Indeed, Ladd's contract contains no audit obligation-it merely

protects Ladd by affording a non-time-limited right to audit. (13RT 3758,

3766-3768; 4AA 903 ["Ladd shall have access to (Warner)'s books and

records and the right to audit same as it shall reasonably require"].) Why?

Presumably because Warner promised Ladd that "nobody would ever have

a better deal than we had" (llRT 2790), and the parties expressly

recognized that the distribution agreement's terms, which include the audit

provision, reflect "the mutual trust and confidence reposed by each party in

the other" (4AA 896; llRT 2815-2816). Requiring Ladd to continuously

file expensive audits to ferret out wrongdoing is contrary to how their

relationship is supposed to work. Thus, even if the court's audit-duty

approach might make sense for some contracts, it doesn't for Ladd's.17

The trial court also concluded that the discovery doctrine would only

apply in "estoppel" contexts where Warner essentially said "don't audit,"

made misrepresentations, or prevented or dissuaded Ladd from auditing.

(12RT 3075-3077, 3084-3087.) That's not the law. Application of the

discovery doctrine is "not governed by the presence of deliberate

concealment or a heightened level of duty to the plaintiff but by two

overarching principles: '[p]laintiffs should not suffer where circumstances

prevent them from knowing they have been harmed' and 'defendants should

17 Warner admitted that, unlike its contract with Ladd, its contracts
with other profit participants usually specify "how long they're allowed to
wait before they exercise their audit rights" and "how quickly they have to
act." (13RT 3754.) Most Warner contracts specify that a participant must
commence an audit of any profit-participation statement within two years of
its receipt. (13RT 3758.)
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not be allowed to knowingly profit from their injuree's ignorance.'"

(Gryczman, supra, 107 Cal.AppAth at pp. 5-6.)

The discovery rule applies here. Under the undisputed facts, Ladd's

lawsuit is timely as a matter oflaw.

3. A duty-to-audit approach would be bad policy,
spurring continuous auditing and hair-trigger
lawsuits.

The trial court's hypothesized audit-duty rule is not just inconsistent

with California law and the parties' contract, it's bad policy.

Absent the discovery rule, the inescapable time lag with

commencing and completing audits creates the sort of perverse results as

here-where the necessary delay associated with Perry conducting and

completing his audit, and the parties trying to resolve the issues it

uncovered, meant the audited period was partially outside the supposed

statute of limitations once Ladd filed his lawsuit. That is because the date

of the lawsuit determines the limitations period, not the underlying audit.

Consequently, without the discovery rule, profit participants must

constantly audit and sue, even where they lack inquiry notice of potential

problems, just to make sure they don't lose rights. That's wrong.

"Plaintiffs should not be compelled to file 'hair trigger' lawsuits over every

possible secretive breach the defendant may have committed merely to

smoke out whether the breach indeed has occurred and the statute of

limitations thus commenced to run against them." (April Enterprises,

supra, 147 Cal.App.3d at p. 832, fn. 15.)

It also places the onus on the wrong person. The party who breaches

in secret and who controls the information needed to determine the

wrongdoing should bear the onus. Ladd and other profit participants should

be entitled to presume Warner is complying with its obligations, and avoid
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expensive audits, unless they receive specific inquiry notice. Here, it is

undisputed that Ladd received none. Warner was not powerless to protect

its interests. It could have insisted on a contractual limitations period for

audits in its contract with Ladd. It could have notified Ladd about new

licensing agreements and fee allocations and provided more back-up with

its cursory profit-participation statements. But it didn't.

Having not done so, the discovery rule governs Ladd's claims. The

undisputed facts are that Ladd commenced this lawsuit well within the

limitations period commencing from his first inquiry notice of Warner's

accounting shenanigans.

B. Alternatively, Whether Viewed As An Open Book
Account Or A Continuing Violation, All Of Ladd's
Damages Were Recoverable Under The Statute Of
Limitations.

All of Ladd's claims are timely for another reason. Warner's breach

may have involved over 200 licensing agreements between Warner and

third parties, but Ladd's breach of contract claim arises out of one

contract-the Ladd-Warner Termination Agreement. Under the

Termination Agreement, Warner had a single, continuing obligation to pay

profit-participation to Ladd in good faith. Warner continuously violated

that unitary obligation throughout the relevant period by consistently

underallocating licensing fees to Ladd films and shortchanging Ladd on

profit participation.

In such a continuous breach circumstance, the limitations period

does not commence to run until the last such breach. (See Cusano v. Klein

(9th Cir. 2001) 264 F.3d 936, 947 [recognizing, under California law, that

the statute of limitations deadline for a songwriter/publisher's open book

claims for unpaid royalties was four years after entry of the last item on the
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account]; Code Civ. Proc., § 337, subd. (2) ["where an account stated is

based upon an account of more than one item, the time shall begin to run

from the date of the last item"].) The rule is, and should be, no different

than in other "continuing violation" contexts, where a defendant "is liable

for actions that take place outside the limitations period if these actions are

sufficiently linked to unlawful conduct that occurred within the limitations

period," making the defendant liable for the entire chain of wrongdoing.

(Yanowitz v. L 'Oreal USA, Inc. (2005) 36 Cal.4th 1028, 1056.)

Here, Warner had a single contractual obligation-its duty under the

Termination Agreement to properly allocate and pay profit participation. Its

underallocations resulted in an ongoing stream of inadequate payments for

the same movie rights. The limitations period runs from the most recent

instance of Warner's continuing breach of its ongoing obligation.

C. Substantial Evidence Supports That The Damage Award
Did Not Include Pre-1992 Claims.

Although Warner had the burden of proof on its affirmative defense

regarding the 1992 release, it never requested a special verdict

determination as to the amount of any pre-1992 profits. Thus, even

assuming any damage calculation might have included pre-1992 payments,

the entire damage award is proper because Warner never broke down for

the jury exactly what amount it believed pertained to pre-1992 payments.

(See Greer v. Buzgheia, supra, 141 Cal.App.4th at p. 1158.)

Further, Warner's argument regarding pre-1992 damages reduces to

a substantial evidence claim that the only evidence was that some amount of

the damages awarded (an amount never specified at trial or on appeal)

necessarily must have been for pre-1992 profits. As a substantial evidence

argument Warner's claim fails miserably. At trial, Ladd's expert Simon

testified in detail to his damage calculations. Warner exhaustively cross-
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examined-badgered-him on whether his calculations included pre-1992

revenues and he repeatedly and steadfastly explained that they didn't. (See,

e.g., 9RT 2104-2105, 2107-2110, 2114-2115, 2142, 2150, 2155-2156, 2162,

2164; see also 9RT 2177-2178.) The jury believed Simon and that

credibility determination governs. (3 Witkin, Cal. Evidence (4th ed. 2000)

Presentation At Trial, § 88, p. 122 ["If the jury is satisfied with the veracity

of a witness ... , this determination will almost invariably be accepted on

appeal"].)

The trial court, too, confirmed this was an issue for the jury to

resolve. After completing Simon's cross-examination, Warner moved to

strike his testimony, claiming he wasn't credible and that Warner had

proved that his damage calculations included pre-1992 revenues in some

unspecified amount. (9RT 2188-2191.) The trial court refused to do so,

observing that Warner was merely "arguing the weight of [Simon's]

testimony" and "[t]hat's for the jury to determine." (9RT 2191.) The trial

court got it right. (See, e.g., San Bernardino County Flood Control Dist. v.

Sweet (1967) 255 Cal.App.2d 889,903-904 [despite evidence contradicting

expert's repeated denials that he improperly valued property, trial court

properly exercised discretion in denying motion to strike and "leaving to the

jury the weight to be accorded (the expert's) testimony"]; Mardirossian &

Associates, Inc. v. Ersoff(2007) 153 Cal.AppAth 257,273 [defendant's

contentions that expert's testimony was "'preposterous' and unbelievable"

merely related to his "credibility as an expert and the appropriate weight to

be given to the opinion he provided, matters properly resolved by the jury,

not an appellate court"].)

Warner continues to speculate that Simon's calculations must have

been based on pre-1992 revenues. But such hypothesis has no bearing on a

substantial evidence argument. The substantial evidence, viewed in the
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light most favorable to the verdict as required, is that Simon's damages

calculation does not include pre-1992 profits.

III.
WARNER HAS WAIVED ITS SUBSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE CHALLENGE TO THE JURY'S
CONTRACT-BREACH FINDING; REGARDLESS,
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTS THE JURY'S
FINDING.

Warner claims that substantial evidence does not support the jury's

breach finding. (AOB 38-44.) But Warner fails to comply with the most

basic rules for an appeal on that basis. It ignores the fundamental mandate

that an appellant challenging substantial evidence supporting a jury finding

must state all of the evidence and must do so in the light most favorable to

the verdict. Its failure to comply with this fundamental requirement waives

the argument. But even if it were not waived, more than substantial

evidence supports the jury's breach finding.

A. Warner Waived Its Substantial Evidence Challenge By
Failing To State All The Evidence Favoring The Verdict.

1. The standard.

An appellant must present a complete and accurate picture of the

record as to each point it pursues on appeal. (Ketchum v. Moses (2001) 24

Cal.4th 1122, 1140-1141.) A record is inadequate ifit selectively includes

the basis for appellant's claim but ignores portions that provide grounds for

affirmance. (Osgood v. Landon (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 425,435.)

Appellants may neither impose on this Court the obligation to ferret

out what really happened in the trial court nor sandbag respondents by

presenting only partial argument, reserving argument as to the full record on

reply. (In re Marriage of Wilcox (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 492, 498-499.)
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Consequently, when appellants challenge the sufficiency of

evidence, their opening briefs must set forth all material evidence

supporting the verdict, not merely their own evidence, and the failure to do

so constitutes a waiver of alleged error that entitles the court to presume the

record contains evidence to sustain every finding of fact. (E.g., In re

Marriage ofFink (1979) 25 Ca1.3d 877, 887-888; County ofSolano v.

Vallejo Redevelopment Agency (1999) 75 Cal.AppAth 1262, 1274; Toigo v.

Town ofRoss (1998) 70 Cal.AppAth 309,317.)

2. Warner's waiver.

When Warner's brief is compared to this one, it's as if they are

discussing two different cases. Why? Because this brief discusses the

material evidence supporting the jury verdict, while Warner's brief

essentially does no more than regurgitate Warner's jury argument that this

isn't a "Hollywood accounting" case and there was no contract breach.

This is particularly true in the portions of Warner's brief discussing

Warner's negotiations with buyers. Warner simply proffers its self-serving

spin of the underlying licensing negotiations that rests almost entirely on the

testimony of its own witnesses or its own interpretation of the agreements.

(See, e.g., AOB 10-16.)18

Indeed, Warner's brief makes it sound like Ladd premised its entire

breach case on one witness, Simon. (See, e.g., AOB 38 [arguing "Ladd's

expert did not identify any facts that suggest Warner breached ..."].) But

18 Appendix D to Warner's brief-Warner's purported analysis of
thirteen contracts-is emblematic of this problem. The only issue relevant
on appeal is what the parties actually argued and presented to the jury and
the only relevant issue there is whether any material evidence supports the
verdict. Appendix D is Warner's selective self-serving spin about the
licensing agreements, which often contains no transcript citations
whatsoever or relies predominantly on citations to Warner's witnesses.
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multiple witnesses-Perry, Ladd, Kanter, Cohen, Armstrong, Friscia and

even Warner's own witnesses-established Ladd's breach case. (Pp. 13-20,

ante.)

Since the jury rejected Warner's story, Warner needed to recite all

material evidence and reasonable inferences supporting the verdict, as this

brief does. By failing to do so, Warner has waived any claim that there was

insufficient evidence that it breached its contract with Ladd. Warner may

not sandbag Ladd by making arguments on the full record only in reply.

B. Even Without Warner's Waiver, Overwhelming
Substantial Evidence Supports The Jury's Finding That
Warner Breached Its Contract With Ladd.

1. Warner contractually promised to pay Ladd proper
profit participation.

Warner agreed in the Termination Agreement to continue paying

Ladd the profit participation owed under the prior agreements. (4AA 915

928.) Those duties included providing profit participation statements

showing "appropriate calculations" (4AA 880) and ensuring that the

allocation of costs and income as to Ladd's movies is, "like all other

transactions between the parties, made in good faith" (4AA 903).

Warner executives admitted that Warner owed a duty to negotiate

and allocate licensing fees to Ladd's movies in "good faith" (10RT 2439,

2486-2487; 13RT 3739), including obligations to "generate the most money

[it] can" for the movies and ensure they receive "fair value" (14RT 3922

3923) and "to fairly and accurately allocate licenses fees to each of the films

based on their comparative value as part ofa package" (10RT 2439).
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2. In addition, California law implies a duty of good
faith and fair dealing to properly allocate profits to
Ladd's movies.

Every contract in California contains an implied covenant of good

faith and fair dealing that '''neither party will do anything which will injure

the right of the other to receive the benefits of the agreement. '" (Kransco v.

American Empire Surplus Lines. Ins. Co. (2000) 23 Ca1.4th 390, 400.)

The implied covenant "finds particular application in situations

where one party is invested with a discretionary power affecting the rights

of another." (Carma Developers (Cal.), Inc. v. Marathon Development

California, Inc. (1992) 2 Ca1.4th 342,372; accord, Locke v. Warner Bros.,

Inc. (1997) 57 Cal.AppAth 354, 363 [where contract confers discretionary

power on one party, "'a duty is imposed to exercise that discretion in good

faith and in accordance with fair dealing"'].) Discretion must be exercised

"in accordance with the parties' legitimate expectations." (Badie v. Bank of

America (1998) 67 Cal.AppAth 779, 795.)19

The implied covenant applies with particular force in cases like this

one:

[C) ovenants to use 'good faith' or 'best efforts' to generate

profits for licensor [here, Ladd] are 'routinely implied where

19 By express provisions in the contract, parties can "grant the right
to engage in the very acts and conduct which would otherwise have been
forbidden" by the implied covenant. (Carma, supra, 2 Ca1.4th at p. 374;
see, e.g., Wolfv. Walt Disney Pictures and Television (2008) 162
Cal.AppAth 1107, 1121, fn. 7 [implied covenant couldn't be used to
challenge Disney's Roger Rabbit licensing decisions where contract
specified Disney had no obligation to license and could grant licenses "as
[Disney] may see fit"]; Third Story Music, Inc. v. Waits (1995) 41
Cal.AppAth 798, 801 [company not liable for refusing to grant license
where contract expressly allowed that decision].)

Here, Warner did not bargain for unfettered discretion. (7RT 1589
1590 [attorney who negotiated Ladd-Warner agreements explaining no
contract provision gives Warner absolute discretion to license as it sees fit].)
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the licensor grants exclusive promotional or licensing rights in

exchange for a percentage of profits or royalties,' even though

the licensee does not expressly promise to do anything.

(Wolfv. Walt Disney, supra, 162 Cal.App.4th at p. 1120, emphasis added,

quoting Third Story Music, supra, 41 Cal.App.4th at p. 805Yo

Determining whether Warner used such "good faith" or "fair

dealing" in determining what profits were owed to Ladd, or otherwise acted

in accordance with Ladd's legitimate expectations, was a fact question for

the jury. (Hicks v. E.T. Legg & Associates (2001) 89 Cal.App.4th 496,509;

Locke, supra 57 Cal.App.4th at p. 367.) The trial court, using CACI

instruction 325, properly instructed the jury that Warner breached its profit

participation contract with Ladd ifit "unfairly interfered with [Ladd's] right

to receive the benefits of the contract ...." (2AA 550.)

As our Statement of Facts makes abundantly clear, and we confirm

below, the evidence of breach was overwhelming when the record is

properly construed under the proper substantial evidence standard.

3. Warner breached by consistently failing in group
licenses to allocate individual licensing fees to
Ladd's movies that reflected their true comparative
value.

Abundant evidence supported the jury's finding that Warner

interfered with Ladd's right to enjoy the benefits of his profit-participation

20 The same principles govern non-licensing contracts where one
party's right to a percentage of transaction proceeds depends on the other
party's negotiations with third parties. (See, e.g., Woods v. Fox
Broadcasting Sub., Inc. (2005) 129 Cal.App.4th 344, 356 [appellants had a
contractual right to percentage of proceeds from Fox's sale of Fox Family;
appellate court recognized that despite contract's silence on whether
appellants could require Fox to sell at a higher price, the implied covenant
limited Fox's discretion to diminish appellants' proceed rights by
structuring "the sale terms in a way that would hold down the sales price"].)
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contract by consistently failing, when licensing movies in groups, to

allocate licensing fees to his movies that reflect their true fair value and

rank in the marketplace.

The trial amply established that every library film has a different

comparative value for licensing purposes, that both buyers and studios

categorize the licensing value of library films using factors fairly standard

throughout the industry, and that buyers generally pay far more for A

graded movies than B's, and far more for B's than C's. (Pp. 7-8, 13-18,

ante.) The subject Ladd films were all A's except for a handful ofB's.

(Pp. 5-6, 10, 14-15, ante.)

Warner conceded that profit participants legitimately expect studios

to allocate licensing fees that reflect movies' comparative values when

licensing in groups. Its counsel told the jury that the price of a movie

should be the same "whether it's bought individually or in a group."

(16RT 4897.) Warner admitted multiple times that its duty to act in good

faith toward profit participants included the obligation "to fairly and

accurately allocate license fees to each of the films based on their

comparative value as part of a package." (lORT 2422-2424, 2439; accord,

10RT 2486-2487; 13RT 3739). Warner admittedly graded its library films

as A's, B's or C's to ensure "fair pricing for all of [its] pictures" and to

determine "the license fee value" for movies; and it targeted that A's should

be twice the price ofB's and four times C's and that B's should be twice

the price ofC's. (lORT 2434-2437, 2441.)

Yet a mountain of evidence showed Warner failed to follow its

internal grades and industry valuation standards when licensing Ladd's

movies in groups and consistently failed to allocate licensing fees to them

that reflected their rank and value in the marketplace. Ladd's expert Simon

explained that he found a consistent theme of underallocation in the post-
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1992 license agreements Warner produced, when he graded the movies

himself using industry standards and examined Warner's own internal

grades. (8RT 1839, 1845-1846; 9RT 2142,2147,2149,2171-2174; pp. 13

16, ante.) (Compare Wolf, supra, 162 Cal.AppAth at p. 1123, cited at AOB

39-40,46 [implied covenant claim insufficient where there was no evidence

"that all, or even most, of Disney's licensing agreements were structured to

require only nonmonetary consideration...."].)

Evidence showed Warner underallocated fees to Ladd both by

allocating fees to his movies that were equal to or lower than films of far

less value, such as C-rated moves that were basically filler and sometimes

non-playable, and by engaging in the practice of straight-lining where every

movie received the same fee despite different comparative values. (See,

e.g., 5RT 990-993,1010-1014; 8RT 1843-1881; 9RT 2173-2175;

10RT 2426-2432, 2480-2484, 2534-2569; pp. 10-12, 14-20, ante.) In

addition to the expert opinion testimony of Simon and Anderson, the jury

heard from auditor Perry and multiple other witnesses about Warner's

misallocations, including specific testimony regarding Perry's audit report

and at least 35 agreements that were either straight-lined or showed Ladd's

movies receiving allocations equal to or lower than lesser-value movies.

(See pp. 13-20, ante.)

Warner tries to diminish Ladd's evidence by discussing pieces in

isolation or by emphasizing how many specific deals were discussed as

examples of particular misconduct. (See, e.g., AOB 42-44 [claiming

"only" 13 straight-lining deals and 4 Warner-animated-product deals were

discussed at trial].) But the entire record, construed collectively, provided

the jury ample basis to conclude, as it did, that Warner consistently

undervalued and underallocated fees to Ladd's movies-as opined by

Simon (based on his review of the over 200 produced licensing
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agreements), by Armstrong (based on his review of 45 key agreements) and

by Perry (based on his audit).

That is particularly true given the nature of Warner's attempted

rebuttal. Warner never claimed or presented evidence that the claimed

wrongful practices, such as straight-lining and the animated-product

favoritism, were uncommon or infrequent. Moreover, Warner's defense

rested exclusively on the self-serving testimony of its own executives and

paid experts-the credibility of which, under the substantial evidence rule,

the jury must be presumed to have rejected. Warner conspicuously failed to

provide any documentation or any unpaid third-party witnesses supporting

its claims. (See 17RT 5127-5130, 5142-5144 [Ladd noting to jury that

Warner's witnesses offered no supporting documentation, speculated and

simply said "trust us"].) For example, although Warner's witnesses

suggested that fee allocations reflected the television ratings of Ladd's

movies, the witnesses conceded they had not reviewed any ratings

information and Warner introduced no ratings or return-on-investment

documents at trial; the only such documents introduced (which Ladd

presented) contradicted Warner's assertions. (See, e.g., 10RT 2459-2464;

13RT 3706, 3709-3715, 3723-3726; 14RT 3932-3933, 3959-3968,4256

4259,4280-4283,4299-4302; see also 16RT 4815-4817 [Ladd emphasizing

to the jury Warner's failure to support its assertions].) And while Warner

claimed that buyers negotiated the individual fee allocations, ample

evidence contradicted that claim and Warner provided no supporting

documentation or independent buyer testimony. (See pp. 65-66, post.)

What's more, Warner's own witnesses struggled in defending

Warner's conduct. Among other things, the jury heard testimony by

Warner's own witnesses that allocations were "puzzling" and facially

inconsistent with Warner's internal valuations (e.g., 10RT 2475-2480,
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2484-2490; 13RT 3721-3730), that they didn't know what criteria was used

for certain deals (e.g., 14RT 3957-3969), that Warner would throw in C

rated and sometimes non-playable movies for free to reduce the average

cost per film but allocate fees to them (e.g., 10RT 2426-2432, 2480-2484),

and that Warner has arbitrarily allocated fees without relying on its internal

grades or industry valuation standards (e.g., 14RT 3947-3957 [Warner's

international president admitting he set allocations without relying on the

movies' comparative grades]; pp. 19-20, ante).

Warner's failure to present stronger evidence, and to explain

adequately the adverse inferences arising from Ladd's evidence, permitted

the jury to distrust Warner's evidence and agree with Ladd's witnesses that

Warner was violating Ladd's contractual rights across the board. (Evid.

Code, § 412 [where "weaker and less satisfactory evidence is offered" by

party who presumably would have power "to produce stronger and more

satisfactory evidence, the evidence offered should be viewed with

distrust"]; Evid. Code, § 413 [in determining what inferences to draw from

evidence, jury may consider "the party's failure to explain or to deny by his

testimony such evidence ... or his wilful suppression of evidence relating

thereto"]; 2AA 540-541 [jury so instructed]; 16RT 4815-4816 &

17RT 5131 [Ladd so arguing to the jury].)

There was more than substantial evidence of a breach by Warner.

4. Warner's conduct fails under both the subjective
and objective standards of good faith and fair
dealing.

The implied covenant requires both subjective good faith and

objectively reasonable conduct. It is breached by an absence of either.

Here, Warner violated both prongs.
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Warner suggests that the jury had to find Warner had an improper

motive. (AOB 40 [claiming a profit participant must show a studio placed

"an unusually high value on films in which it had a greater financial

interest"], 41 [claiming the studio must favor its own economic interest over

those of profit participants].) That's not the standard.

To find a breach, the jury did not have to conclude that Warner

lacked subjective good faith; the implied covenant is equally breached by

objectively unreasonable conduct that undermines profit participants'

legitimate expectations. "A party violates the covenant if it subjectively

lacks belief in the validity of its act or if its conduct is objectively

unreasonable." (Carma, supra, 2 Ca1.4th at p. 372, emphasis added; accord,

Storek & Storek, Inc. v. Citicorp Real Estate, Inc. (2002) 100 Cal.App.4th

44,61, fn. 13 [the implied covenant "has both a subjective and an objective

component-subjective good faith and objective fair dealing"].) "The

essence of the good faith covenant is objectively reasonable conduct."

(Lazar v. Hertz Corp. (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 128, 141, emphasis added.)

There was ample basis for the jury to infer that Warner lacked both

subjective good faith and acted objectively unreasonably. Evidence showed

that "in many cases" Warner was giving "extraordinarily high" values to

films where it could keep all the profits, such as its animated Warner

Brother films (e.g., 6RT 1279; 8RT 1828-1829, 1844, 1866-1875;

10RT 2546-2550,2564-2566; 14RT 3934-3935), and the jury could have

inferred that Warner favored giving higher valuations to C-rated movies

because such poor box-office performers were less likely to be profitable

(6RT 1278-1279; 13RT 3736-3737). Likewise, it is obvious that straight

lining undervalues better movies, yet Warner did it anyway. (8RT 1920;

9RT 2175; 10RT 2535-2536.) And the harm from adding free movies to

group licenses to lower the per-picture price but then allocating fees to them
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is equally obvious, yet Warner did it. (9RT 2233-2239, 2244, 2256-2257.)

Further, despite Warner's admissions that fee allocations should

reflect movies' comparative values and that it categorized its library movies

to ensure fair pricing, evidence showed Warner allocated fees without

bothering to rely on its internal grades or industry valuation standards,

failed to provide those internal grades or valuation/allocation guidelines to

sales and contract personnel, and failed to ever double-check or re-allocate

fee allocations in contracts to ensure they were fair. (E.g., 7RT 1621-1624,

1640-1648, 1654-1655, 1661-1662; 14RT 3947-3957; pp. 7-8, 10-12, 14

20, ante.)

Whether the jury concluded Warner's conduct was intentional,

reckless or negligent, it had ample reason to find that Warner had acted

unfairly, unreasonably and contrary to Ladd's legitimate expectations.

5. On appeal, Warner cannot avoid its unfair
underaIIocations by blaming them on buyers.

Warner's witnesses admitted that straight-lining results in A, Band

C movies-films of "vastly different value"-all receiving the same

licensing fee. (E.g., 14RT 3936, 4052-4053.) Warner instead tried to side

step the unfair valuations by claiming buyers insisted on straight-lining, a

claim re-asserted in its opening brief. (AOB 43.) Warner similarly tried at

trial, and again attempts on appeal, to side-step the under-allocations in

non-straight-lined agreements by claiming the individual fees were

negotiated. (AOB 12-14.)

Under the substantial evidence standard, that contention is dead on

appeal. Whether Warner negotiated the individual allocations with buyers

was a disputed fact issue the jury resolved against Warner. (See, e.g.,

16RT 4832 [Ladd's counsel arguing to the jury that Warner's claim it

negotiated the individual allocations is "completely fantasy"].) Buyers,
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former Warner employees, and experts all presented testimony that Warner

set the individual fee allocations, not the buyers. (See, e.g., 5RT 1046

1047; 7RT 1640-1646, 1660-1661; 8RT 1809-1811,1819,1886,1891;

9RT 2178, 2183, 2222-2250, 2261; 10RT 2402-2405,2418; pp. 10, 13-14,

18-20, ante.) Evidence showed buyers cared about the aggregate fee for

the total license (which they based on their own internal valuations of the

included movies), while Warner set the specific allocations for the

individual movies used to account to profit participants such as Ladd. (See,

e.g., 5RT 1046-1047; 9RT 2222, 2243, 2261-2264; 10RT 2402, 2421.)

Warner's assertions that buyers negotiated or insisted on the unfair

allocations rested on its own employees' self-serving assertions, which were

speculative (e.g., 14RT 3946-3947, 3961-3963, 3967-3969), contrary to

other witnesses' testimony (e.g., 13RT 3731-3732), and that Warner did not

support with any substantiating documentation (e.g., 13RT 3731-3732; see

17RT 5127-5131, 5143 [Ladd emphasizing the point to the jury]).

The only buyer who testified for Warner at trial-a paid "expert"

witness who used to work for Warner's sister company Turner

Broadcasting-undermined Warner's case. He expressly confirmed that A

movies should almost always have a higher value than C movies and that

straight-lined prices "would never happen" or be "unusual" (14RT 4291

4294,4306-4307.) His credibility regarding his purported hard-fought

negotiations with Warner over individual fee allocations was eviscerated on

cross-examination (14RT 4251-4308); for example, he testified at length

about his "highly argumentative and very difficult" negotiations with

Warner over the fees in a particular licensing agreement-negotiations

"burned in [his] consciousness"-that actually turned out to be an HBO

Warner deal in which he had no involvement. (14RT 4251-4256;
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16RT 4874-4875 [Ladd arguing to the jury that the witness was not

credible].)

In any event, the jury heard expert opinion that any "the buyer made

me do it" excuse doesn't fly because whenever individual allocations in

group licenses do not reflect comparative values, the studios owe profit

participants a duty to fix the issue, including preparing a separate allocation

for profit participation purposes, if necessary. (9RT 2182-2183 [expert

Simon]; see also 14RT 4293-4294 [Warner expert admitting that television

broadcasters and buyers had no say in terms of what individual licensing

fees Warner put on its books].) Under the substantial evidence rule, this

testimony controls on appeal.

6. Warner cannot avoid the unreasonableness of
straight-lining by claiming the practice is common.

Warner also tries to excuse its straight-lining of prices by claiming

"Simon's opinion ignores undisputed evidence that such straight-line

agreements are common in the industry...." (AOB 43.) That excuse is

factually wrong and legally irrelevant.

Factually, Warner again ignores the substantial evidence rule and the

evidence favoring Ladd. At trial, it was uncontroverted that MGM never

straight-lined fees since movies have different comparative values

(lORT 2543-2545) and one of Warner's own experts opined that straight

lining would be rare and unusual (l4RT 4306 [Levi]). Warner's assertion

that it is "undisputed" the practice is "common" rests on a single witness,

expert Steven Jarmus. (AOB 43, citing 14RT 4034, 4037.) But, under the

substantial evidence rule, the jury must be presumed to have disbelieved

Jarmus. (See 2AA 544 [jury instructed that it "may believe all, part, or

none of an expert's testimony"].)
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But even if straight-lining were common, that's no excuse. Studios

are notorious for unreasonable "Hollywood accounting" practices that

deprive parties of deserved profit participation; they can't immunize

themselves for unreasonable practices by making them widespread.21 A

group wrong does not make a right.

* * *
In sum, Warner's attack on the substantial evidence supporting the

jury's breach finding is spurious, both procedurally and substantively.

IV.
WARNER HAS ALSO WAIVED ITS SUBSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE CHALLENGE TO THE DAMAGE
AWARD; REGARDLESS, SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
SUPPORTS THAT AWARD.

A. Warner Has Waived Its Substantial Evidence Attack On
Ladd's Expert's Damage Methodology By Failing To
State All The Evidence Favoring That Approach.

In addition to failing to discuss all the evidence supporting the jury's

breach-of-contract finding, Warner's opening brief fails to discuss all the

evidence supporting Ladd's expert's damage methodology.

For example, Warner asserts that after concluding Ladd's films were

undervalued on average by 25% and 50% in the 58 core licensing deals he

analyzed, Ladd's expert "Simon speculated that Ladd's films were

undervalued by the same percentages in the more than 180 license fee

21 Note, Beleaguered Accounting: Should The Film Industry
Abandon Its Net Profits Formula?, 70 So.Cal. L.Rev. 841, 842-843 (1997)
("major Hollywood studios have recently come under fire in the press and
in the courtroom for 'creative accounting' that appears to deprive writers,
producers, actors, and directors ... of the share of profits they expected to
receive pursuant to their contract"); Sisto, Profit Participation In the
Motion Picture Industry, 21-Sum Ent. & Sports Law. 1,21, (2003) ("the
creative accounting methods used by film production companies have
rendered the bulk of profit participations meaningless").
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agreements he had not reviewed." (AOB 21, original emphasis.)

Substantial evidence shows, however, that Simon reviewed all the

agreements Warner produced and found his valuation model consistent with

them. (See pp. 14-15,21-22, ante; pp. 71-73, 79-81 , post.)

Warner's brieflikewise omits a key reason for Simon's damage

methodology-that Warner never produced all the licensing agreements,

forcing him to focus on 58 core licensing agreements that, based on his

expertise, likely represented the entire market. (Pp. 21-22, ante; pp. 79-81,

post.) The full licensing information, of course, was in Warner's hands, not

Ladd's. The jury was free to conclude that Simon's approach was a

reasonable one, given the circumstances.

By failing to cite all the material evidence supporting Simon's

damage methodology, Warner has waived its appellate challenge to it.

B. Warner Urges An Exactitude In Determining Damages
That California Law Does Not Require.

Warner attacks the damage calculations by Ladd's expert Simon as

unsubstantiated or speculative. (AOB 45-52, 67-69.) It ignores that

"[w]hen it is clearly apparent that the plaintiff has sustained actual damage

from the defendant's wrong, a liberal rule is applied with respect to

determining the amount of that damage." (23 Cal.Jur.3d Damages § 32.)

"The fact that the amount of damage may not be susceptible of exact proof,

may be uncertain, contingent, or difficult of ascertainment, or may be a

matter of speculation, does not bar the right to recover any damages at all."

(Ibid.)

Damages are not an exact science, and "[w]here the fact of damages

is certain, as here, the amount of damages need not be calculated with

absolute certainty. The law requires only that some reasonable basis of

computation be used, and the result reached can be a reasonable
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approximation." (Acree v. General Motors Acceptance Corp. (2001) 92

Cal.AppAth 385,398, emphasis omitted; accord, Johnson v. Cayman

Development Co. (1980) 108 Cal.App.3d 977, 985 [damages "may be left to

reasonable approximation or inference"].)

"While it is true the plaintiffs must show with reasonable certainty

that they have been damaged because of the wrongful conduct of the

defendant, 'once the cause and existence ofdamages have been so

established, recovery will not be denied because the damages are difficult

of ascertainment.' Liability cannot be evaded because damages cannot be

measured with exactness." (Schroeder v. Auto Driveway Co. (1974) 11

Ca1.3d 908, 921, citation omitted and emphasis added; 1 Dunn, Recovery of

Damages For Lost Profits (6th ed. 2005) § 5.1, p. 414 ["The courts say

repeatedly that once the fact of damages has been shown, and that the

damages proceeded from defendant's wrong, plaintiff will be entitled to

some recovery even though it cannot show the exact amount of damages

suffered"].)22

It is particularly true that defendants who preclude plaintiffs from

realizing profits cannot "complain if the probable profits are of necessity

estimated." (Natural Soda Prod. Co. v. City ofL.A. (1943) 23 Ca1.2d 193,

200.) Where the defendant's wrongful acts "caused the other party to not

realize a profit to which that party is entitled" damage approximations

suffice. (GHK Associates v. Mayer Group, Inc. (1990) 224 Cal.App.3d

856, 874.)

22 Accord, Cassinos v. Union Oil Co. (1993) 14 Cal.AppAth 1770,
1778 ("the difficulty in determining damages does not bar recovery");
Rest.2d Torts, § 912, com. a, p. 479 ("It is desirable ... that there be
definiteness of proof of the amount of damage as far as is reasonably
possible. It is even more desirable ... that an injured person not be
deprived of substantial compensation merely because he cannot prove with
complete certainty the extent of harm he has suffered.").
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Thus, Warner cannot evade its liability through its arguments that

Ladd's proof does not meet some false standard of precision.

c. Substantial Evidence Supports Ladd's Damage Theory;
Ladd Did Not Have To Introduce Into Evidence Every
Licensing Agreement Reviewed For The Jury To Adopt
The Proffered Damages Analysis.

The main thrust of Warner's attempt to circumvent California's

liberal policy for establishing the amount of damages is its contention that

Ladd's expert's damage methodology was speculative because Ladd did not

introduce into evidence every licensing agreement he reviewed. Warner

claims that without all those agreements in evidence, the jury lacked

"sufficient information to determine whether Ladd's films were

undervalued" and "could not verify whether [the expert] Simon correctly

performed [his] analysis." (AOB 45-46.)

Nonsense.

More than sufficient testimony-evidence-existed as to the content

and effect of the various licensing deals. Regardless, the well

established-indeed statutory-rule is that experts need not introduce into

evidence all material they review or rely upon.

1. Ladd's expert testified that he reviewed all of the
license agreements produced and that they showed
comparable undervaluations by Warner; that
testimony more than suffices to justify his analysis.

Ladd's expert, Simon, testified that he reviewed all of the license

agreements Warner produced in the lawsuit-218 total. (9RT 2147,2149,

2163-2164,2168,2173-2174.) Simon opined that Ladd's movies "were

significantly undervalued and in just about every agreement that I

reviewed" (8RT 1845), that there was underallocation "in just about every
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case" (8RT 1839), and that there "was a consistent theme in the agreements

that I reviewed" of undervaluing Ladd's movies (9RT 2142,2147,2149,

2174). And, although not all ofthe license agreement documents were

admitted as exhibits, witnesses testified regarding the substance of many

non-admitted agreements. (See, e.g., 8RT 1853-1859, 1864-1866, 1879

1881; 9RT 2136; 10RT 2473-2490, 2546-2551, 2553-2559, 2562-2567;

12RT 3018-3019; 13RT 3721-3730; 14RT 4040-4042, 4053-4055,

discussing TEs 19*,21*,26*,86*,98*,103*,115*, 121 *,122*,130*,

132*,144*,148*,293*,344*; see also 5RT 1010-1014,1041-1051;

6RT 1273-1277, 1292-1297; 7RT 1543-1544, discussing agreements

referenced in Perry's audit report.)

Live testimony is as much evidence as an admitted documentary

exhibit. (Evid. Code, § 140 ['''Evidence' means testimony ..."]; 2AA 539

[evidence "can be testimony"].) Warner itself agreed to instruct the jury

that it "must decide what the facts are in this case from the evidence you

have seen or heard during the trial" as much as "any exhibits that [the

court] admit[s] into evidence" (2AA533, emphasis added) and that any

damage award "must be based on your reasoned judgment applied to the

testimony ofthe witnesses and the other evidence that has been admitted

during trial" (2AA 553, emphasis added). Those instructions-agreed to by

Warner-plainly allowed the jury to consider Simon's testimony, as well as

other witnesses' testimony, both about specific licensing agreements that

mayor may not have been introduced into evidence and what the 218

reviewed license agreements generally showed. (Ibid.)

On appeal, Warner distorts the record. It asserts that Simon

speculated that the same percentages he derived from his detailed review of

58 core licensing deals applied to "the more than 180 license fee

agreements he had not reviewed" and that he assumed that "the agreements
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he did not review were undervalued in the same amount." (AOB 21, citing

9RT 2126.)23 Not so. As discussed above, Simon reviewed every post

1992 agreement Warner produced-all 218 of them. And he specifically

testified that the agreements "beyond the 58 were very consistent with the

model that [he] built" and "in almost all cases ... [the undervaluation of

Ladd's films] was ... consistent with, on average[,] with what [he] was

finding with the 58 agreements." (9RT 2173-2175; see also 9RT 2147,

2149,2163,2168.)

Simon's testimony, thus, established that (1) the 218 license

agreements Warner produced were consistent and (2) they consistently

undervalued Ladd's movies and did so in approximately an equivalent

manner. "Except where additional evidence is required by statute, the direct

evidence of one witness who is entitled to full credit is sufficient for proof

of any fact." (Evid. Code, § 411.)

If Warner thought Simon's testimony regarding the nature of the 218

license agreements he reviewed was inaccurate or that the 58 "core"

licensing deals he discussed in detail were not representative, it could have

proffered its own contrary testimony. Indeed, as the party with the greatest

knowledge about the licensing deals (which it negotiated and to which Ladd

lacked access), it was incumbent upon Warner to do so. Otherwise, the jury

was entirely justified, "[i]n determining what inferences to draw" against

Warner, to "consider ... [Warner's] failure to explain or to deny ... such

evidence ...." (Evid. Code, § 413; 2AA 541 [jury instructed as to same].)

Warner was free to attempt to rebut Ladd's expert's testimony as to

the factual premise within his personal knowledge, but it never did. It was

free to present its own damage methodology and its own expert damage

23 Warner's record citation is to deposition testimony about
assumptions Simon had to make regarding licensing agreements Warner
failed to produce, not the 218 produced agreements. (See 9RT 2126.)
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witness, but it never did. Warner cannot complain now on appeal about a

damage case it wished it had presented. Likewise, to the extent that

Warner, as the party with all the licensing agreements in its possession,

suppressed evidence of deals beyond the 218 that Warner produced and

Simon analyzed, the jury was free to draw inferences against Warner, e.g.,

that any other deals exhibited comparable misconduct. (Evid. Code, § 413

[jury free to draw inferences against party suppressing evidence].)

2. A party need not introduce into evidence all of the
documentation that an expert reviews.

Besides ignoring the nature of Simon's testimony, Warner's

contention that every licensing agreement had to independently be in

evidence as a trial exhibit misstates California law.

Parties do not have to introduce into evidence every single item on

which an expert bases his opinion. To the contrary, an expert may opine

"[blased on matter ... perceived by or personally known to the witness or

made known to him at or before the hearing, whether or not admissible, that

is of a type that reasonably may be relied upon by an expert in forming an

opinion upon the subject to which his testimony relates." (Evid. Code,

§ 801, subd. (b), emphasis added; accord, People v. Bell (2007) 40 Ca1.4th

582, 608 [expert testimony can "'be premised on material that is not

admitted into evidence ..."'].) An expert, thus, may even base an opinion

on inadmissible evidence that can't be presented to a jury. (Continental

Airlines, Inc. v. McDonnell Douglas Corp. (1989) 216 Cal.App.3d 388,

415-416; People v. Conley (1968) 268 Cal.App.2d 47, 59 [invoking "the

general rule permitting an expert to express an opinion based upon

information not itself in evidence," to reject argument for excluding expert

testimony that was based "in significant part" on defendant's inadmissible

extrajudicial admission], emphasis added.)
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Juries need not review and sift through every document on which

experts based their opinions to double-check the accuracy of the analysis.

That's the job of opposing experts-which Warner chose not to present.

For example, if an expert opines as to the value of a company, the jury does

not need to see every document the expert may have reviewed (e.g., boxes

of accounting records or of the company's sales contracts with customers)

to accept the expert's valuation or to determine the expert's credibility.

If Warner believed that licensing agreements not already in evidence

undercut Simon's opinion or credibility, it should have cross-examined him

on those specific agreements or presented its own expert testimony about

them. (See Kennemur v. State ofCalifornia (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 907,

922-923 ["A party may impeach an expert witness by contradiction, i.e., by

showing the falsity of any matter upon which the expert based his opinion.

This can be done either by cross-examination of the expert or by calling

other witnesses to offer evidence showing the nonexistence or error in the

data upon which the first expert based his opinion."], original emphasis.)

Warner's focus at trial was that the court should limit Simon to

testifying about the 58 agreements that, according to Warner, Simon

testified at his deposition were the only ones he ever reviewed. Simon

explained at trial, however, that he misunderstood Warner's deposition

questions regarding which documents he reviewed. (8RT 1883-1886.) The

trial court, in denying Warner's motion to strike Simon's trial testimony on

this ground, expressly found that Warner was misstating Simon's testimony.

(9RT 2188-2191.) The court's refusal to strike Simon's expert testimony

based on Warner's perceived inconsistencies with his deposition testimony

was well within its discretion. (See, e.g., Kelly v. New West Federal

Savings (1996) 49 Cal.AppAth 659,672-676.)
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Although Warner's briefbrims with arguments about limiting

damages to facts that purportedly can or can't be gleaned from the 20

licensing agreements admitted as documentary exhibits (e.g., AOB 52-58),

it never so argued in the trial court (see 16RT 4882-17RT 5122). Warner

never objected to, or asked the court to strike, any portions of Simon's

testimony that discussed or opined on licensing agreements not in evidence

or asked the court to instruct the jury that it could only base damages, or

accept witness testimony, based on agreements actually in evidence as trial

exhibits. It is too late for Warner to raise such new evidentiary objections

and new evidentiary theories on appeal. (Estate ofFraysher (1956) 47

Cal.2d 131, 135 ["evidence which is admitted in the trial court without

objection, although incompetent, should be considered in support of that

court's action (citations), and objection may not be first raised at the

appellate level"].)

If anything, Warner invited any hypothetical error by actively and

successfully seeking the exclusion of various licensing agreements from

evidence. (E.g., 15RT 4617-4619, regarding TEs 26, 103, 122, 130, 144,

148,244,340, 1069; 15RT 4620-4624, regarding TEs 44-54,56,58-64,

155-156,158-159). Warner cannot both have sought to exclude additional

licensing agreements as exhibits and argue that they should have been

admitted. (Mary M. v. City ofLos Angeles (1991) 54 Cal.3d 202,212

["Under the doctrine of invited error, when a party by its own conduct

induces the commission of error, it may not claim on appeal that the

judgment should be reversed because of that error"].)

In sum, the licensing agreements did not all have to be in evidence

for the jury to conclude, as it did, that Simon was credible and his opinion

should be adopted.
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3. Warner fundamentally misconceives the import of
the third-party licensing agreements.

Warner's contention that all the licensing agreements needed to be

introduced into evidence as exhibits bespeaks a fundamental

misunderstanding of their relevance in this case. Warner's argument

suggests the license agreements are the contracts being sued upon. They are

not. Ladd is suing Warner for its breach of the Termination Agreement,

which is in evidence.

The license agreements are between Warner and third parties-Ladd

is not a party to any of them. Those agreements merely reflect Ladd's

damages from Warner's breach of the Termination Agreement. They are

simply transactions between Warner and third parties that resulted in

Warner failing to pay money owed to Ladd. It is no different than if a

dealer (Warner) breaches a contract with a manufacturer (Ladd) resulting in

lost profits to the manufacturer from sales the dealer would have made of

the manufacturer's products. The manufacturer need not put into evidence

the scores, or even hundreds or thousands, of the dealer's customer

contracts on which it would have made a profit.

4. Once again, Warner's cases are inapposite.

None of Warner's cases (AOB 47-48) contradict the Evidence

Code's mandate that an expert may opine "[b]ased on matter ... perceived

by or personally known to the witness or made known to him at or before

the hearing, whether or not admissible...." (Evid. Code, § 801, subd. (b).)

Rather, they stand for entirely different and quite limited propositions that

are irrelevant here.

One group of cited cases stands for the principle that '''an expert's

opinion that something could be true if certain assumed facts are true,
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without any foundation for concluding those assumedfacts exist' has no

evidentiary value." (Bush ling v. Fremont Medical Center (2004) 117

Cal.AppAth 493,510, first emphasis original, second emphasis added,

citations omitted [expert impermissibly opined that as plaintiff was injured

during surgery, defendants must have dropped or improperly positioned

him]; Hyatt v. Sierra Boat Co. (1978) 79 Cal.App.3d 325, 337-339 [court

did not abuse discretion in excluding expert's speed estimate based on an

unproven assumption regarding plaintiffs car].)

A second group of cited cases address experts who simply assert

their conclusions without explaining their reasoning: "We are convinced

the expert must provide some articulation of how the jury, if it possessed his

or her training and knowledge and employed it to examine the known facts,

would reach the same conclusion as the expert." (Jennings v. Palomar

Pomerado Health Systems, Inc. (2003) 114 Cal.AppAth 1108, 1120, fn. 12,

emphasis added [trial court struck opinion as speculative because expert

failed to explain why the doctors' negligence likely caused the injury]; San

Diego Gas & Elec. Co. v. Sinclair (1963) 214 Cal.App.2d 778, 783

[engineer failed to specifically discuss subject property or provide the

reasons for his opinion].)

A third case genre addresses the narrow procedural context of the

burden of production of a party moving for summary judgment in a medical

malpractice case. (E.g., Garibay v. Hemmat (2008) 161 Cal.AppAth 735,

737-738, 742-743 [plaintiff could not establish facts of underlying injury

through expert declaration report without presenting hospital/medical

records or declarations to establish those facts].)

Ladd does not dispute that an expert's testimony is only as good as

the facts reasonably assumed or known to the expert, and the reasoning he

provides. But, Simon did know the underlying facts. He reviewed each of
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the 218 agreements, the effect of which he testified about in aggregate. He

testified about what he personally saw and concluded when he reviewed

them. He had expert knowledge of the market and could make reasonable

assumptions founded on his expert knowledge and experience.

Simon explained his experience in valuing and licensing movies for

television, domestically and internationally, including his own dealings

licensing movies from Warner. (8RT 1803-1835; 6AA 1600-1602.) He

also explained, in detail, his method and reasoning. He evaluated the

relative income potential of various Ladd movies and others with which

Warner packaged them. (8RT 1838-1859, 1864-1881; 9RT 2168-2174.)

He evaluated whether fair allocations had been made by Warner in all 218

produced licensing deals. (Ibid.; 9RT 2147-2149,2157,2163,2168,2178

2180.) Having concluded "no," he determined a reasonable method for

approximating Warner's underallocations by exhaustively analyzing 58 core

representative agreements, grading the movies in each license and re

allocating new licensing fees reflecting the movies' comparative values and

the aggregate license fee, and finding an average under-allocation of 50%

for A movies and 25% for B movies. (8RT 1838,1846-1849,1864-1867;

9RT 2147-2148, 2169-2180; 10AA 2683-2685.)

He explained that he focused on the 58 core deals because Warner

failed to produce all post-1992 licensing agreements, and they represented a

reasonable cross-section of the market and were from larger markets which

typically dictate the value of films. (8RT 1838, 1848-1849, 1884;

9RT 2111, 2125-2126, 2134-2135, 2144-2149, 2172-2174.) He noted that,

based on industry practice, the agreements Warner failed to produce would

be consistent with the 58 core agreements. (8RT 1848-1849; 9RT 2126

2127,2172-2174.) And, he reviewed all 218 licensing deals and concluded
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that they consistently showed under-allocations consistent with the 58 core

agreements. (9RT 2173-2175.)

Given the inherent uncertainties created by Warner's failure to

provide all the relevant licensing deals and other information, Simon's

methodology is not only reasonable, it is about the best one could expect.

Having failed to provide all the relevant information, Warner is in no

position to challenge Simon's methodology as based on assumptions.

Warner's cases simply have no application where, as here, the expert

provides a direct, personal knowledge foundation for the facts on which he

bases his opinion and provides a detailed explanation of his reasoning and

methodology. (Compare Korsak v. Atlas Hotels, Inc. (1992) 2 Cal.AppAth

1516, 1522 [engineer expert admittedly testified outside of his realm of

expertise and relied on anecdotes that he had no basis to conclude and

reflected a reasonable reality].)

D. There Is No Legal Requirement That Ladd's Expert
Apply Any Particular Methodology.

Warner also attacks Simon for not presenting "an inferential

statistical analysis." (AOB 50-51.) Warner is wrong, factually and legally.

Factually, Warner presumes Simon performed a statistical analysis

about an industry he was unfamiliar with. That's not the case. Warner has

never challenged and cannot challenge Simon's expert credentials and

experience in the movie licensing industry. Moreover, Warner's

"inferential statistics" argument rests on the mistaken premise that Simon

"did not even purport to analyze" any agreements other than the core 58.

(AOB 50.) While Simon may not have performed the same exhaustive

analysis on all 218 agreements that he performed on the core 58, he did

review them all and concluded that they all fell within the model that he

constructed with his analysis of the core 58. (9RT 2147,2149,2156-2157,
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2163,2168,2173-2175.) And, he made reasonable assumptions based on

his industry expertise, his knowledge of the marketplace, and Warner's

consistent conduct in the 218 produced licensing agreements. (Ibid.;

8RT 1803-1859,1864-1881; 9RT 2125-2135,2147-2149,2157,2168

2183.) Warner did not provide any contrary expert evidence.

Legally, there is no requirement that an expert adopt any particular

methodology, whether "inferential statistical analysis" or something else.

"[W]hich measure of damages to apply is within the sound discretion of the

trier of fact ...." (GHK Associates, supra, 224 Cal.App.3d at p. 874.)

Here, Warner's brief utterly ignores the reasons why Simon adopted his

methodology based on the 58 core agreements-that Warner, the only party

possessing all the relevant information, failed to produce all the licensing

agreements so Simon analyzed in detail core agreements representing a

reasonable cross-section of the marketplace.

Warner, of course, was free to challenge Simon's credentials,

industry knowledge or methodology on cross-examination or to present its

own contrary expert or methodology (which it did not do). But, "[a]t

bottom, the determination of damages is essentially a factual matter on

which inevitable differences of opinion do not warrant intervention by the

appellate courts. Technical arguments about the meaning and effect of

expert testimony on the issue of damages are best directed to the jury."

(Heiner v. Kmart Corp. (2000) 84 Cal.AppAth 335, 347, citation omitted.)

Having lost at trial, Warner does not get to ask this Court to second-guess

the jury's determination that Simon's approach was reasonable. Issues

relating to a witness's "credibility as an expert and the appropriate weight to

be given to the opinion he provided [are] matters properly resolved by the

jury, not an appellate court." (Mardirossian & Assocs., supra,

153 Cal.AppAth at p. 273.)
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The trial court, in denying Warner's JNOV motions, correctly

observed that judging Simon's background, credibility, and analysis were

fundamentally jury questions on which the jury was provided ample

evidence: "the background of Simon, his experience in the valuation of the

subject films, and his reasons that he gave were issues for the jury to

decide"; he "testified for a day and a half'; "there was extensive cross

examination"; he was entitled to "testify as an expert in this case based on

his qualifications and his background"; and whether to "believe what he

said was up to the jury to determine, not this Court." (18RT 6366, 6396.)

The trial court got it right. There is no basis for this Court to second guess

not only the jury, but also the trial court.

CONCLUSION

Warner's appeal violates the most fundamental evidentiary and

appellate precepts. Warner attempts to simply retry the facts on appeal,

which is beyond this Court's province. Its brief trumpets the absence of

evidence segregating damages that might be barred by its statute of

limitations and releases affirmative defenses. But Warner had the burden

of proof on those defenses; and any failure to segregate was a failure of its

burden of proof.

And instead of reciting the trial evidence in the light most favorable

to Ladd and sticking with the case Warner actually presented to the jury and

the trial court, Warner presents a one-sided, pro-Warner recitation and urges

evidentiary and legal arguments it never presented below. An appeal is not

a forum for an appellant to reinvent its case or to ignore the factual record

and the jury's implied factual findings in favor of the prevailing party.

The jury verdict must be affirmed.
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CROSS-APPELLANTS' OPENING BRIEF

INTRODUCTION

In its appeal, Warner attempts to escape responsibility for failing to

live up to its obligations to Ladd. This cross-appeal concerns more of the

same.

It addresses two important additional undeniable-indeed,

undisputed-failures by Warner to live up to its obligations. Warner was

able to obtain nonsuit on each on grounds unrelated to the nature of its

misconduct and to walk away in the trial court without paying a penny or

even suffering a judgment of wrongdoing. Specifically at issue are

Warner's (1) incorrect, indeed, fraudulent denial of "Blade Runner" profits

and (2) admitted failure to provide contractually required movie credits.

The court erred in granting the nonsuits and depriving Ladd of two

important, substantial claims. Ladd's claims as to the two limited issues

should be remanded for trial.

A. Warner's Improper Failure To Pay "Blade Runner"
Profits.

From its 1982 release until 2002, Warner continuously

misrepresented to Ladd that "Blade Runner" was so "deep in the red" it

would never be profitable and, with the exception of a cursory March 1992

sheet of paper indicating the movie was at a $19.5 million loss, never sent

any accounting statement to Ladd. In 2002, however, Ladd uncovered that

Warner had been improperly accounting for negative cost (i.e., the cost of

making the movie) and interest charges and that Warner should have been

paying Ladd profit participation on "Blade Runner" since 1990, as it had,

for at least some period of time, to Ladd's co-investor Empress

Investments.
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Warner then admitted that it owed Ladd money for "Blade Runner."

It paid Ladd for amounts past due (although for less than what Warner

owed) and it immediately changed its accounting to properly reflect the

movie's profitability. Nevertheless, the trial court granted nonsuit. It ruled

that there was insufficient evidence of fraud and that a settlement agreement

resolving unrelated pre-1992 accounting disputes involving other movies

barred Ladd's negligence and contract claims.

It erred in doing so. There is no dispute that Warner misrepresented

"Blade Runner'''s profitability. There is ample evidence that it knew it was

doing so. The accounting records in Warner's hands readily revealed the

untruth of its statements; moreover, Warner was paying profit participation

to Ladd's co-investor.

Warner's fraudulent statements would obviate any release. But even

ifnot, the court's construction of the settlement agreement impermissibly

ignored that it pertained to a 1992 audit that excluded "Blade Runner" and

that Warner has repeatedly and consistently acted contrary to its convenient

time-of-trial interpretation of the settlement. At a minimum, the settlement

agreement cannot bar Ladd's claims for Warner's post-1992 "Blade

Runner" misdeeds.

B. Warner's Improper Deletion Of Ladd's Logo And Other
Credits From DVDs.

Warner also distributed DVDs of "Chariots Of Fire" and "Once

Upon A Time In America" without contractually-required credits on the

product packaging and on the films themselves.

Warner, again, does not deny it acted wrongfully and breached

Ladd's agreement. Instead, the trial court granted nonsuit on the ground

that Ladd's compensatory damage evidence was too speculative.
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That was error for two reasons. First, there was ample evidence of

damage and Ladd provided multiple ways for the jury to determine a

permissible compensatory damage award, including Alan Ladd, Jr. 's own

testimony regarding the value of the lost property rights. Second, even if

compensatory damages were speculative, Ladd was entitled at least to

nominal damages.

The two nonsuits must be reversed.

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL FACTS

A. Warner's Improper Failure To Pay "Blade Runner"
Profits.

1. Ladd pays $15.8 million in "Blade Runner"
production costs, with Empress funding half of
Ladd's payment.

The production company Tandem Productions made "Blade

Runner." (6RT 1347.)24 Ladd paid Tandem $15.8 million for production

costs and acquired the foreign television rights to the movie. (6RT 1348-

1353; RA 27-65.)

Ladd obtained half of the $15.8 million from Empress Investments

("Empress") in exchange for Empress sharing certain foreign distribution

and profit participation rights. (6RT 1347-1353; 7RT 1527-1529;

11RT 2826-2827; RA 68-75.)

24 We recite these facts in accordance with the nonsuit standard.
(See pp. 98-99, post [Argument I].)
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2. Until 2001, Warner consistently misrepresents to
Ladd that the movie will never be profitable,
providing Ladd only one accounting statement.

Shortly after "Blade Runner" was released in 1982, Warner told

Ladd that Warner would never recoup its investment and that the movie

"was so far in the red it was not worthwhile to issue statements."

(6RT 1263-1264.) Warner only sent statements to Ladd for films that were

allegedly profitable. (6RT 1346-1347; 7RT 1610.)

The only time Warner sent Ladd any sort of profit-participation

accounting for "Blade Runner" between 1982 and 2001 was in March 1992,

when Warner provided a single page with a column of numbers indicating

the movie had lost $19.5 million as of December 31,1991. (6RT 1264;

7RT 1513, 1534-1535; llRT 2812, 2857-2862; RA 78.) It indicated a

negative cost (the cost of making the movie) of$15.8 million and interest

charges of $22.8 million, without any explanation for the numbers. (Ibid.)

Ladd and Kanter did not request any back-up documentation because

Warner had represented "Blade Runner" was so far in the red there was no

need to bother. (7RT 1514; llRT 2810-2811.)

For the next nine years, Warner sent no other "Blade Runner"

statement to Ladd of any sort and it continued representing that there was

no need for any accounting because the movie was "far in the red."

(6RT 1264-1265, 1269-1270; 7RT 1530-1533,1610-1611; llRT 2812.)

Ladd and Kanter believed Warner's representations, knowing Warner had a

duty to act in good faith. (6RT 1265; 7RT 1524; 11RT 2811.)

3. Warner settles pre-1992 claims based on Ladd's
audit of allegedly profitable movies, but not "Blade
Runner."

In 1992, Ladd audited Warner's records for movies Warner claimed

were profitable, focusing on the period October 1, 1988 through September
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30, 1992. (6RT 1268; 7RT 1526; llRT 2811.) The auditor found Warner

had underpaid Ladd during that period. (6RT 1268.) The 1992 audit did

not include "Blade Runner" or any other film Warner claimed was

unprofitable. (5RT 989,1036-1037; 7RT 1525-1527; llRT 2811,2823.)

Warner settled the audit dispute in 1996. (6RT 1268; 7RT 1526;

llRT 2823; 12RT 3013; 4AA 937-943.) As part of the settlement, Warner

and Ladd mutually released all claims, "whether known or unknown,

arising from, based on, or in any way relating to the distribution and

exploitation through September 30, 1992 of the motion pictures ...

produced pursuant to, and/or referenced in [the Producers Agreement and

the Termination Agreement]." (4AA 937.) That release included the 1992

audit and the resulting audit report and "the accountings and/or payments

that have been made and/or should have been made to [Ladd] through

September 30, 1992." (4AA 937.)25

In a separate provision, Ladd "consent[ed] to the future use of

accounting practices used by [Warner] in accounting to [Ladd] through

September 30, 1992," excepting certain accounting practices, including the

manner in which Warner accounted with respect to revenues for Warner's

sale or licensing of Ladd's films with other films "in groups whose

composition is different from that of groups through which any of [Ladd's

films] were exploited through September 30, 1992." (4AA 938.) Ladd,

however, retained the right to object "to any accounting practices of

[Warner] to the extent such practice was not used by [Warner] in

accounting to [Ladd] through September 30, 1992." (Ibid.) Unlike the

release language, the "future use" provision makes no reference to unknown

claims or accounting practices. (Ibid.)

25 The settlement also includes a separate waiver of California Civil
Code section 1542 (regarding the scope ofa general release). (4AA 939.)
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The settlement does not mention "Blade Runner" anywhere.

(4AA 937-943.) Kanter and Ladd both understood that the settlement only

concerned the accounting issues arising from the 1992 audit, which did not

include "Blade Runner." (7RT 1522, 1525-1527; 12RT 3006-3007, 3009,

3022.) They also understood that the settlement did not apply to any post

1992 claims involving "Blade Runner." (7RT 1522; 12RT 3009-3014,

3022.)

4. Ladd learns of Warner's payments to Empress for
"Blade Runner" profits.

In 2001, Empress told Ladd and Kanter that it was receiving profit

participation from Warner on "Blade Runner," which surprised Ladd and

Kanter because they had received none. (6RT 1265-1266, 1269-1270;

7RT 1507, 1530-1532, 1591-1593; llRT 2813.)

Ladd demanded an accounting statement from Warner. (7RT 1508,

1530-1532.) Warner then represented "Blade Runner" had a $17.6 million

loss as of June 30, 2001. (5AA 1361-1363; 5RT 996-997; 7RT 1593-1596;

llRT 2813-2814; 14RT 3993-3994.)

Ladd retained James Perry, C.P.A., to audit "Blade Runner" to

determine its profitability. (5RT 984-986; 6RT 1269; 7RT 1535-1536,

1557; llRT 2814; 6AA 1446.) Warner allowed Ladd to audit "Blade

Runner" back to its inception (which it did not permit Ladd to do for any

movies that had been part of the 1992 audit) and it never claimed that Ladd

had released any rights to contest the "Blade Runner" profit accounting.

(Ibid.; 5RT 1036-1038; 12RT 3014; 6AA 1446-1448.)

The audit revealed that "Blade Runner" had a $14.6 million profit.

(5RT 998.) Warner had overstated the negative cost applicable to Ladd by

charging $15.8 million (the full amount of the production payment to

Tandem) instead of$7.9 million (Warner/Ladd's portion of that payment).
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(5RT 993-998, 1006; 6AA 1454.) Warner erroneously included Empress's

contribution in the negative cost and erroneously deducted payments to

Empress in its cash breakeven analysis. (5AA 1454; 5RT 999-1004.)

The audit also revealed Warner had recouped its investment on the

film in 1991 and should have started paying profits and stopped charging

interest then. (5RT 1003-1005; 6AA 1455.) Warner overcharged Ladd

over $31 million in interest, using an excessive interest rate in the process.

(5RT 1000-1006; 5AA 1454-1455.)

5. Warner admits that "Blade Runner" is profitable,
paying Ladd some of what it owed.

Warner's profit participation department head (Michael Edwards)

admitted that Warner had improperly miscalculated Blade Runner's

unprofitability and that "it looks like we owe [Ladd] some money"; his

recalculations showed "Blade Runner" had become profitable in 1995.

(7RT 1593-1600.)

Warner admitted that it had "made a flat-out mistake." (13RT 3770

3773.) It paid Ladd $431,628 in November 2003, for "Blade Runner"

profits over the prior eight years, without a penny of interest. (7RT 1611-

1612; 11RT 2815; 13RT 3770-3773, 3778; 14RT 3970-3975; RA 19-22.)

The payment was without conditions and not pursuant to settlement. (Ibid.;

14RT 3977-3978; RA 19-25.) Warner acknowledged that the money should

have been paid much earlier but refused to pay interest without a specific

interest provision in the contract or a settlement. (13RT 3773; 14RT 3976

3977; see Cal. Const., art. XV, § 1; Civ. Code, § 3289 [interest on contract

breach afforded at 10% per annum].)

Warner thereafter began paying Ladd "Blade Runner" profit

participation based on its new accounting methodology, although Warner's

profit calculations continue to understate the amounts due Ladd.
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(5RT 1008-1009,1014; 6RT 1270; 7RT 1599-1601; llRT 2815;

14RT 3993-3996; see, e.g., 7AA 1720, 1783.)

6. Warner still owes Ladd almost $1 million in
unrecompensed "Blade Runner" profits and
interest.

Even with its November 2003 payment, Wamer still owes Ladd

almost $1 million in "Blade Runner" profit participation and interest

thereon through the time of trial. (5RT 1007-1008; 6AA 1458.)

B. Warner's Improper Credits/Logo Deletions.

1. In exchange for a lower producer's fee, Ladd
obtains unique movie credits and logo display rights
from Warner.

Ladd specifically negotiated for and obtained the right to the

prominent display of Ladd credits and the Ladd logo on movies Ladd made,

financed or acquired. (6RT 1237,1241,1255-1256,1260-1261;

7RT 1541.) Such credits are a "very important" term. (6RT 1204-1205,

1240; llRT 2793; see also llRT 2773.) They increase the value and

marketability of the brand name and the creative person's life's work.

(6RT 1204-1205; llRT 2793-2795.) They are particularly valuable for

multi-academy award winning movies such as "Chariots Of Fire."

(7RT 1541; 8RT 1839.)

Ladd developed a prominent tree logo to appear on the films

themselves, advertising and sales packaging. (6RT 1233-1234, 1255.) The

tree logo is quantifiably different from a written credit, leaving a much

stronger impression with the average viewer. (lIRT 2739-2741.)

Ladd specifically negotiated that the Ladd tree logo would appear as

the first credit on the film before the movie starts, a prominent and difficult-
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to-obtain credit position that studios usually reserve for their own logo.

(6RT 1233-1234, 1255-1256; 13RT 3623.) The logo increases Ladd's

name value more than a mere "produced by" credit. (6RT 1241-1242;

13RT 3612-3613.) The logo was to appear on all VHS and DVD

packaging, along with additional screen and packaging credits.

(13RT 3623.)

These bargained-for rights made Ladd's credits and logos as

prominent as Warner's own logos and credits and were far more prominent

than can typically be obtained from studios. (12RT 3014-3016; 13RT 3620

3624.) The two most important terms for Ladd in the Warner contract were

the financial terms and the credit/logo rights. (13RT 3611-3612.)

In exchange for the impOliant and rare credit/logo rights, Ladd

agreed to a much reduced per-movie producer's fee. (12RT 3014-3016;

13RT 3611-3612.) For example, after the joint venture terminated, Ladd

obtained a producer's fee of $1.5 million (versus $300,000 under the

Warner deal) on the 1995 movie "Braveheart," a movie on which the studio

denied the same prominent screen credit/logo rights that existed under the

Warner joint venture. (13RT 3611-3612, 3620.)

The Termination Agreement preserved all of Ladd's relevant

credit/logo rights except that, under certain conditions, Warner could

substitute the credit "The Ladd Company Presents" for the logo. (4AA 929;

7RT 1587-1588.)

2. Warner fails to give Ladd any credit on 240,000
"Once Upon A Time In America" DVDs.

In 2002, Warner intentionally deleted the Ladd logo and credits from

the packaging and film for "Once Upon A Time In America." (11RT 2702

2709,2751-2760; 5AA 1438; RA 7.) It replaced The Ladd Company logo

and Ladd credits with credits for another company, creating the misleading
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impression that the other company, not Ladd, produced and presented

"Once Upon A Time In America." (11RT 2727-2729,2749,2753-2757.) It

did so even though it has certain employees dedicated to ensuring DVDs

have proper contractually-required credits. (11RT 2707.)

The logo remained off the DVDs through at least October 2003.

(11RT 2705-2709; RA 7.) Warner distributed at least 240,000 DVDs

lacking any Ladd credits on both the film and the packaging. (7RT 1602

1603; 11RT 2749.)

3. Warner distributes "Chariots Of Fire" VHS tapes
and DVDs for at least six years without proper
credits.

When Warner released VHS tapes for "Chariots Of Fire," it failed to

include any Ladd presentation credits on the film itself and only included

the tree logo and presentation credits on the packaging. (11RT 2763-2766.)

Later, in 1997, when Warner started distributing DVDs of the movie,

Warner continued omitting the tree logo and any presentation credit on the

film itself. (11RT 2756, 2763-2764.) Nor did the DVD jacket contain the

tree logo or the "The Ladd Company Presents" credit that was required if

the logo was deleted; instead, Warner included its own studio logo in

multiple places and merely stated "Ladd Company and Warner Bros.

Release." (11RT 2722-2727,2762,2767.)

Warner later fixed the packaging by adding back Ladd's tree logo,

but it did not do so until late 2003. (11RT 2766.)

4. Ladd discovers the credits/logo omissions and
Warner admits it acted wrongfully.

In July 2003, Ladd discovered that "Chariots Of Fire" and "Once

Upon A Time In America" DVDs were in the marketplace without the
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contractually-required credits. (7RT 1601-1602; RA 9.) Ladd promptly

demanded corrective action. (Ibid.; 11RT 2753-2757.) Two months later,

Warner reported that 100,000 "Chariots Of Fire" DVDs and 200,000 "Once

Upon A Time In America" DVDs were already in the marketplace without

the proper credits and that Warner couldn't do anything about them.

(7RT 1602; 11RT 2819-2820.)

Warner admitted on several occasions that it had acted wrongly and

violated its agreement with Ladd; it promised to correct the credit problem

on all future DVDs. (7RT 1602-1604; 11RT 2757,2770,2766-2767,2819

2820; see RA 7.?

5. Warner, over Ladd's objection, ships additional
DVDs without proper credits.

Later in 2003, Warner shipped 40,000 more "Once Upon A Time In

America" DVDs lacking the proper credits. (7RT 1602-1603; 11RT 2761.)

Warner did so despite Ladd's refusal to consent to an inadequate remedial

solution Warner proposed-a removable Ladd logo sticker that would

disappear forever once the buyer removed the DVD plastic wrap. (Ibid.;

11RT 2757-2760, 2769, 2821.)

2 In addition to "Chariots Of Fire" and "Once Upon A Time In
America," Warner also omitted logos/credits on the Ladd movies "The
Right Stuff' and "Night Shift." (6RT 1233-1235, 1257; 7RT 1541-1542;
11RT 2722-2724.) Ladd did not seek damages at trial for the latter
omissions because Ladd only uncovered them during discovery and the trial
court denied Ladd's motion to amend its operative complaint to add those
additional credit omissions. (2RT 54-56; 2AA 476.)
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6. Warner's credit/logo omissions substantially
damaged Ladd.

a. Expert Van Petten.

Ladd's screen-credit expert, Vance Van Petten, has reviewed credits

while at Fox, Paramount and Universal and protected them as the Executive

Director of the Producers Guild of America. (11RT 2710-2721.) He

opined that Warner's removal of Ladd's logo and screen credits from such a

huge number of DVDs was "absolutely" and "extremely damaging" to

Ladd. (11RT 2727, 2729, 2748-2749.)

Such credits are a "really important" source of how producers get

new business and are "extremely valuable, worth millions of dollars."

(11RT 2717-2719, 2729-2730.) The removal of credits financially damages

producers by causing them to lose opportunities to make more movies.

(11RT 2729-2735.) Warner's removal of the Ladd logo and screen credits

was "very damaging" to Ladd's reputation and misled the public as to the

derivation and origin of "Once Upon A Time In America" and "Chariots Of

Fire." (11RT 2728-2729.) Warner's conduct was "outrageous" and cannot

be a mistake. (11RT 2726-2727.) The movie business is constantly being

reinvented with people new to the industry who are unaware of Ladd's long

list of credits or who may have forgotten them. (11RT 2734.)

As a "general idea how the damage can be determined," Van Petten

opined that each of the hundreds of thousands of DVDs lacking the proper

credits represented an opportunity to plant the seed of a new movie

producing deal for Ladd. (11RT 2735-2736.) Damages could be calculated

by Ladd's then-current per movie producer's fee times the number of

additional movie deals the jury determined might be generated. (Ibid.)
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b. Alan Ladd, Jr.

During Ladd's efforts to obtain more business, some people have

claimed that he was not involved with some of the Ladd-Warner movies.

(11RT 2823-2824.) In addition, during a presentation Ladd gave at

Emerson College, an audience member disputed a syllabus listing Ladd as

involved with "Chariots Of Fire." (11RT 2818.) Credits are part ofa

creative person's legacy; people won't do business with someone who they

think lies about credits. (11RT 2824.)

In the film business, one's last deal typically sets what terms and

credit rights one will be able to negotiate on the next deal. (13RT 3622.)

Industry personnel often base what terms and credits they will afford by

examining credits in the marketplace on distributed products, such as VHS

tapes or DVDs. (13RT 3624-3625.) After Warner distributed DVDs

lacking the proper Ladd credits in 2002, Ladd sought on two 2003

movies-"An Unfinished Life" and "Gone Baby Gone"-the same sort of

front-billing credits and use of the tree logo as under the Warner deal.

(13RT 3620-3625,3634-3635.) But Ladd was only able to obtain standard

"Produced by Alan Ladd, Jr." and "Ladd Company Presents" credits.

(Ibid.) In addition, Ladd was only able to negotiate producer's fees of

$400,00 and $500,000 for, respectively, "Gone Baby Gone" and "An

Unfinished Life," significantly down from his $1.5 million producer fee for

"Braveheart." (13RT 3618-3620.)

Ladd estimated his damages at several million dollars. (11RT 2825.)

Alternatively, he estimated damages of "roughly $4 a unit" for the DVDs

lacking the proper credits, representing the lost prestige, the loss of

potential business, and the lost ability to negotiate similarly favorable

credits with other studios. (13RT 3615-3616, 3634-3646.) Warner told him

that it distributed 400,000 DVDs without the proper logo. (13RT 3628.)
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The $4 per unit estimate therefore translates to $1.6 million in damages.

(13RT 3614-3616.)

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Ladd Sues Warner For Failing To Pay "Blade Runner"
Profits And For Improperly Deleting The Promised Movie
Credits And Logo Display.

Ladd sued Warner for breach of contract, breach of the implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, fraud and negligence arising out of

Warner's "Blade Runner" profit misrepresentations and nonpayment.

(lAA 96,98-101,103-106.)

Ladd also sued Warner for breach of contract and breach of the

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, based on Warner's deletion

of Ladd's credits/logo on "Chariots Of Fire" and "Once Upon A Time In

America." (lAA 97,99-100.)

B. The Court Grants Nonsuit On Ladd's "Blade Runner"
Fraud Claim, Finding Insufficient Fraud Evidence.

After Ladd's case in chief, the trial court granted nonsuit on Ladd's

"Blade Runner" fraud claim, finding "no evidence of fraud." (l2RT 3044

3045; see 12RT 3029-3031.)

C. The Court Grants Nonsuit, Holding That The Settlement
Of The 1992 Audit Claims Bars Ladd's Pre- And Post
1992 Contract And Negligence Claims For Failing To Pay
"Blade Runner" Profits.

Before trial, Warner argued in limine that the 1996 settlement

released Ladd's contract and negligence claims regarding the "Blade
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Runner" profits. (2RT 35-44; 2AA 475.) The court denied the motion,

finding triable issues of fact. (2RT 42; 2AA 475.)

After Ladd presented his case to the jury, Warner moved for nonsuit.

(12RT 3024.) The trial court initially found triable issues in that the

settlement releases were ambiguous because "Blade Runner" had not been

audited as of September 30,1992. (12RT 3036.) It then reversed itself,

concluding the settlement barred all pre- and post-1992 claims regarding

"Blade Runner" profits. (12RT 3053-3058, 3346-3355; 2AA 503.)

D. The Court Grants Nonsuit On Ladd's Missing
Credit/Logo Claims, Finding Insufficient Financial
Damage Evidence.

After Ladd completed his case in chief, the trial court granted

nonsuit on Ladd's credit-deletion claims finding "no evidence of any lost

opportunities or any ascertainable loss due to loss of screen credit in the

record." (2AA 521; 12RT 3331-3335.) It allowed Ladd to reopen his case

to present additional damage evidence (13RT 3601-3643), but then

reinstated nonsuit, finding "there is no financial loss" (13RT 3648;

2AA 523).

Ladd requested a nominal-damages jury instruction be given in light

of the undisputed evidence of contractual breaches. (15RT 4546-4547.)

The court declined, stating there are "no damages" for the missing credits

and "no quantifiable loss in any amount, not even nominal." (15RT 4548-

4549.)

E. Ladd Appeals.

On November 26,2007, Ladd appealed from the September 25,2007

judgment, including the nonsuit grants. (3AA 773-774.) That appeal was

deemed a "cross-appeal" under this Court's briefing sequence order.
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STATEMENT OF APPEALABILITY

Ladd's cross-appeal is from a final judgment that disposes of all

issues and is appealable under Code of Civil Procedure section 904.1,

subdivision (a)(1). It is timely-within 60 days of the judgment and the

appeal time extended by Warner's JNOV motions. (Cal. Rules of Court,

rules 8.104(a), 8.108(d).)

ARGUMENT

I.
ALL FACTS AND INFERENCES MUST BE
CONSTRUED IN LADD'S FAVOR IN EVALUATING
THE NONSUIT GRANTS.

Nonsuits may be affirmed only if "interpreting the evidence most

favorably to plaintiff's case and most strongly against the defendant and

resolving all presumptions, inferences and doubts in favor of the plaintiff a

judgment for the defendant is required as a matter oflaw." (Nally v. Grace

Community Church (1988) 47 Cal.3d 278,291, internal quotation marks

and citations omitted.)

"In determining whether plaintiff's evidence is sufficient, the court

may not weigh the evidence or consider the credibility of witnesses.

Instead, the evidence most favorable to plaintiff must be accepted as true

and conflicting evidence must be disregarded. The court must give to the

plaintif:f['s] evidence all the value to which it is legally entitled, ...

indulging every legitimate inference which may be drawn from the evidence

in plaintif:f['s] favor." (Ibid., internal quotation marks and citations

omitted.) "[R]eversal is warranted if there is some substance to the

plaintiff's evidence upon which reasonable minds could differ." (Miller v.
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Campbell, Warburton, Fitzsimmons, Smith, Mendel & Pastore (2008) 162

Cal.App.4th 1331,1338.)

As we now discuss, when the evidence is so construed, a reasonable

jury could find for Ladd on its "Blade Runner" profits and its credits/logo

claims. Accordingly, the trial court's nonsuit of those two claims should be

reversed.

II.
MORE THAN SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE AND
INFERENCES EXIST TO ALLOW A REASONABLE
JURY TO CONCLUDE THAT WARNER KNEW THE
FALSITY OF ITS MISREPRESENTATIONS THAT
"BLADE RUNNER" WAS NOT PROFITABLE.

The only nonsuit issue regarding Ladd's "Blade Runner" fraud claim

was whether sufficient fraud evidence existed to go to the jury.

It did.

Actual fraud is a question of fact, often proven by circumstantial

evidence, that is, "by inference and by the circumstances surrounding the

transaction and the relationship and interest of the parties." (Hart v.

Browne (1980) 103 Cal.App.3d 947,957; see Palmquist v. Mercer (1954)

43 Ca1.2d 92, 100.) Because direct evidence of fraud rarely exists, courts

must be wary of taking inferential fraud cases from the jury. A legitimate

fraud conclusion will often inferentially be drawn from a confluence of

factors that may seem trivial standing alone:

Facts of trifling importance when considered separately, or

slight circumstances trivial and inconclusive in themselves,

may afford clear evidence of fraud when considered in

connection with each other. It has been said that in most

cases fraud can be made out only by a concatenation of
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circumstances, many of which in themselves amount to very

little but in connection with others make a strong case.

(Peskin v. Squires (1957) 156 Cal.App.2d 240,249-250 [reversing nonsuit

on fraud claim].)

Here, the overwhelming evidence was (1) that Warner continuously

misrepresented to Ladd from 1982 through 2001 that "Blade Runner" was

so far in the red it would never make a profit, (2) that Warner told Ladd

there was no reason to send accounting statements or to audit because the

movie was so unprofitable, (3) that Ladd relied on Warner's representations

knowing Warner had a duty to act in good faith, and (4) that Warner's

misrepresentations only came to light after Ladd discovered Warner was

paying "Blade Runner" profit participation to Empress. (6RT 1263-1266,

1268-1270; 7RT 1507-1508,1514,1523-1536,1591-1593,1610;

11RT 2810-2814,2865.)

Warner's payment of profit participation to Empress-but not

Ladd-on the same movie deal raises a strong inference of scienter.

Likewise, the accounting documentation in Warner's hands, on its face,

made it easy to see that Warner's "no profit" statements were false.

(5RT 998.) It is a fair inference that Warner knew what was easily apparent

from its own records, the supposed overlooking of which it never

adequately explained. (Evid. Code, § 413 [jury may draw inferences

against party failing to adequately explain adverse evidence].) Warner's

active discouragement of any audit and its refusal to send account

statements also suggests an awareness of wrongdoing and a cover up. Nor

are the "Blade Runner" profit misrepresentations and withholding isolated.

They are part of a constellation of Warner's egregious, intentional disregard

of Ladd's rights, ranging from obvious movie deal misallocations to

intentional credit/logo violations. Perhaps one isolated oversight might be
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an accident, but a pattern of wrongful conduct suggests something more

sinister-a knowing intent to deny, or conscious disregard of, Ladd's rights.

These circumstances provide ample basis for a jury to infer Warner's

fraudulent intent. The existence of fraud so often depends on the

assessment of witness credibility that a statement's falsity-abundantly

demonstrated, indeed admitted, here-itself suffices to create a triable issue

for the jury that the defendant knew its representations were false:

"Regarding the element of scienter, evidence of the falsity of a

representation is sufficient to raise a triable issue of fact as to the elements

of knowledge of the falsity." (Hart v. Browne, supra, 103 Cal.App.3d at

p. 957; see id. at p. 958 [reversing fraud nonsuit; jury could infer from

statement's falsity that doctor knowingly misrepresented]; Palmquist,

supra, 43 Ca1.2d at p. 97 [reversing fraud nonsuit; evidence that stable

owner knew rider was inexperienced and that horse had dangerous

propensities could support inference that the owner's nondisclosures were

fraudulent]. )

And, Warner did not make its false statement just once, it did so

repeatedly, both explicitly and implicitly in declining to provide an

accounting. The inference of fraud is particularly strong as Warner

controlled all the "Blade Runner" accounting information and knew Ladd

necessarily depended on it for information.

On this record, it cannot be said that a finding of "no fraud" is the

only "reasonable conclusion ... legally deducible from the evidence," the

necessary prerequisite for a nonsuit. (Palmquist, supra, 43 Ca1.2d at p. 95.)

The trial court thus erred in granting nonsuit on Ladd's fraud claim.
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III.
THE SETTLEMENT OF THE 1992 AUDIT CLAIMS
DID NOT BAR LADD'S "BLADE RUNNER"
PROFITABILITY CLAIMS, ESPECIALLY THOSE
ACCRUING AFTER 1992.

In 1996, Ladd and Warner settled the disputes that had been the

subject of the 1992 audit. Those disputes did not involve "Blade Runner"

because Warner represented that "Blade Runner" was deep in the red and

Ladd had no reason to believe otherwise.

The settlement agreement contains mutual releases of all "known or

unknown" claims "relating to the distribution and exploitation through

September 30, 1992" of the Warner-distributed Ladd movies; it specifically

references the 1992 audit and resulting audit report and "the accountings

and/or payments that have been made and/or should have been made to

[Ladd] through September 30, 1992." (4AA 937.) It also contains a

boilerplate waiver of Civil Code section 1542. (4AA 939.)

In a separate provision, Ladd "consent[ed] to the future use of

accounting practices used by [Warner] in accounting to [Ladd] through

September 30, 1992," excepting, among other things, (1) any accounting

with respect to revenues from movies licensed "in groups whose

composition is different" from the pre-1992 packages and (2) "to the extent

[any accounting] practice was not used by [Warner] in accounting to [Ladd]

through September 30, 1992." (4AA 938.)

Agreeing with Warner, the trial court held that the settlement

provisions barred all claims, both pre-1992 and post-1992, regarding "Blade

Runner" profitability. As we demonstrate below, the court erred for

multiple independent reasons:

(1) The substantial evidence of fraud precludes the settlement from

being construed, on nonsuit, as barring Ladd's contract and negligence

claims;
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(2) Substantial evidence, especially the circumstances of the

settlement and Warner's post-execution conduct (e.g., paying Ladd

wrongfully withheld "Blade Runner" profits and changing its accounting

methodology), supports that the settlement does not encompass the "Blade

Runner" profitability dispute;

(3) Neither the release nor Ladd's consent to future use of certain

past accounting practices apply to Warner's post-1992 "Blade Runner"

conduct; and

(4) The "Blade Runner" dispute expressly falls outside the "future

use of accounting practices" to which Ladd consented, because such

"practices" do not include Warner's unique miscalculation of "Blade

Runner"'s cost and interest; Warner's post-1992 recalculation of "Blade

Runner" profits is not a pre-1992 practice; and Warner's "Blade Runner"

accounting regarding post-1992 group licenses constitutes an accounting

"with respect to" revenue from post-1992 group licenses.

A. The Settlement Cannot Exempt Warner From Its Fraud.

California public policy bars Warner from exempting itself from

liability for its own fraud. (Civ. Code, § 1668; Palmquist, supra, 42 Ca1.2d

at p. 100; Manderville v. peG & S Group, Inc. (2007) 146 Cal.App.4th

1486, 1500-1502.) Accordingly, the settlement is no bar to Ladd's "Blade

Runner" fraud claim.

The substantial fraud evidence also defeats nonsuit on Ladd's

negligence and contract claims. Warner's fraudulent misrepresentations

that "Blade Runner" was so deep in the red that there was no need for

accountings or audits constitutes an affirmative, material concealment

regarding the subject of the supposed release. A wrongfully induced release
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is of no effect. (Jordan v. Guerra (1943) 23 Ca1.2d 469,475-476; Persson

v. Smart Inventions, Inc. (2005) 125 Cal.AppAth 1141, 1152-1153.)

Warner's affirmative misrepresentation that no plausible issue could

even exist as to "Blade Runner" profits defeats any effect of the settlement

on Ladd's negligence and contract claims. Nonsuit on those claims was

therefore improper. In any event, we show below that the nonsuit on those

claims must be reversed even absent Warner's pre-settlement affirmative

misrepresentations.

B. The Release, Reasonably Construed, Did Not Apply To
"Blade Runner" Issues That Were Not The Subject Of
The Disputes Being Resolved.

1. The scope of settlement cannot be determined on its
face, but depends on the surrounding
circumstances.

As discussed in the respondent's brief, Warner had the burden of

proof as to its settlement/release affirmative defense. Thus, for nonsuit to

be proper, the 1996 settlement had to unequivocally bar Ladd's "Blade

Runner" claims.

Even an apparently unambiguous release "is properly interpreted in

light of the surrounding circumstances." (Neverkovec v. Fredericks (1999)

74 Cal.AppAth 337,350.) "The circumstances under which a release is

executed can give rise to an ambiguity that is not apparent on the face of the

release." (Benedek v. PLC Santa Monica, LLC (2002) 104 Cal.AppAth

1351, 1357.) Like any other contract, a settlement and release may be

explained by its surrounding circumstances. (Civ. Code, § 1647.)

The release of unknown pre-1992 claims and the boilerplate waiver

of Civil Code section 1542 does not change the analysis. The question

necessarily remains what was the subject of the dispute and settlement?

What unknown claims did the parties intend to release? A release, like any
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other written document, does not extend beyond the parties' intended

contemplation. (See, e.g., Hess v. Ford Motor Co. (2002) 27 Ca1.4th 516

[reforming automobile accident release of all claims against all corporations

where circumstances showed parties did not intend to release product

liability claims]; Butler v. The Vons Companies, Inc. (2006) 140

Cal.AppAth 943,949-950 [reversing summary judgment; circumstances of

release's execution made its scope ambiguous, creating fact questions

despite section 1542 waiver]; Huddleson v. Huddleson (1986) 187

Cal.App.3d 1564, 1572-1573 [whether general release in property

settlement included unknown claims was question of fact]; Leafv. City of

San Mateo (1980) 104 Cal.App.3d 398,411 [recital in a lease "that the

protection of Civil Code section 1542 is waived, or that the release covers

unknown claims or unknown parties is not controlling"].)

2. Substantial evidence, particularly of Warner's post
execution conduct, shows that the settlement did
not encompass any unknown and uncontemplated
"Blade Runner" issues.

Ordinary rules of contract interpretation govern releases and

settlement agreements. (General Motors Corp. v. Superior Court (1993) 12

Cal.AppAth 435,439.) Key among those rules is that the meaning must be

viewed in light of "the circumstances under which [the agreement] was

made" (Civ. Code, § 1647; Code Civ. Proc., § 1860) and that a "party's

conduct occurring between execution of the contract and a dispute about the

meaning of the contract's terms may reveal what the parties understood and

intended those terms to mean" (City ofHope National Medical Center v.

Genentech (2008) 43 Ca1.4th 375,393). "This [latter] rule of practical

construction is predicated on the common sense concept that 'actions speak

louder than words.' Words are frequently but an imperfect medium to
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convey thought and intention." (Crestview Cemetery Assn. v. Dieden

(1960) 54 Cal.2d 744, 754.)

Here, the surrounding circumstances are that Ladd and Warner were

settling a dispute about fee-allocations involving profitable movies. Neither

party was thinking about "Blade Runner" or whether it was profitable.

Warner had represented that "Blade Runner" was deeply in the red and

would never be profitable. "Blade Runner" simply was not a subject of the

1996 settlement.

That is emphasized by Warner's post-settlement conduct. A party's

pre-dispute, post-agreement conduct inconsistent with a later advocated

position strongly undermines the party's late-found interpretation. (See,

e.g., Appleton v. Waessil (1994) 27 Cal.AppAth 551, 555-556 [reversing

summary judgment; the parties' conduct after the release was executed and

before dispute arose over its interpretation, suggested limited scope to

release]; Fisher v. Allis-Chalmers Corp. Product Liability Trust (2002) 95

Cal.AppAth 1182, 1192 [reversing summary judgment; party's conduct

after executing contract was inconsistent with the interpretation that party

later advocated and the trial court adopted]; Cal. Law Revision Com. com.

(1978 amend.) 20 West's Ann. Code Civ. Proc. (1986 ed.) foIl. § 1856, p.

30 ["[t]he course of actual performance by the parties is considered the best

indication of what the parties intended ..."], emphasis added.)

Here, Warner has repeatedly acted inconsistently with its litigation

position that the 1996 settlement barred Ladd from complaining about, or

suing on, the "Blade Runner" profit calculations:

• In 2001, when Ladd sought to audit "Blade Runner," Warner

never claimed the 1996 settlement applied to "Blade Runner" and

it allowed Ladd to audit the movie back to its pre-1992 inception,

unlike the audit restrictions Warner imposed on movies that had
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been part of the settled 1992 audit. (5RT 985-989, 1036-1037;

12RT 3014; 6AA 1446-1448.)

• In the face of the 2001 audit, Warner's profit participation

department head told Ladd's attorney that "it looks like we owe

your client some money" for "Blade Runner" accounting errors,

with no mention of the 1996 settlement and release. (7RT 1593

1600.)

• After the 2001 audit, Warner changed its pre-1992 "Blade

Runner" profit accounting, never suggesting that the accounting

issue had been resolved in 1996. (5RT 1000-1014; 7RT 1599

1601; 11RT 2815; 14RT 3993-3996.)

• Shortly after Ladd filed his lawsuit, Warner paid Ladd $431,628

to cover (partially) profits Warner owed on "Blade Runner," and

again never claimed that the 1996 settlement relieved it of such

liability. (7RT 1611-1612; 11RT 2815; 13RT 3770-3773, 3778;

14RT 3970-3973,3977; RA 19-22.)

• Before raising the issue in trial motions in limine, Warner never

once claimed-despite numerous communications with Ladd,

counsel and auditor Perry, as well as written and oral

discovery-that Ladd had waived or released any right to contest

Warner's "Blade Runner" accounting. (12RT 3014; see 2RT 35

44.)

Warner's conduct constitutes more than substantial evidence that the

parties never intended the 1996 settlement to extend to the later revealed

"Blade Runner" profit accounting irregularities.
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C. Neither The Settlement Agreement's Release Nor Ladd's
"Consent" To Future Use Of Certain Existing Accounting
Practices Bars Claims For Warner's Post-1992 "Blade
Runner" Misconduct.

1. The release did not apply to future wrongful
conduct.

On its face, the release contained in the settlement only applies to

accountings or payments made or due before September 30, 1992.

(4AA 937.) It, therefore, did not and could not extend to Warner's post

1992 failures to pay "Blade Runner" profits.

2. Contract interpretation rules dictate that Ladd's
limited consent to Warner's future use of certain
existing accounting practices did not include the
unknown and unsuspected "Blade Runner"
misdeeds.

The only basis on which the trial court could plausibly have barred

Ladd from recovering for Warner's post-1992 "Blade Runner" profit

misconduct, was Ladd's "consent to the future use of accounting practices

used by [Watner] in accounting to [Ladd] through September 30, 1992."

(4AA 938; see 12RT 3025, 3054 [Warner so argues].) But California

contract interpretation principles require that the provision not be construed

as encompassing Warner's future use of unknown improper "Blade

Runner" accounting.

"A reading of the case law on the subject reveals a strong and

growing distaste in our state and in our nation for exculpatory release

provisions releasing a tortfeasor from liability for his or her future

negligence or misconduct." (Ferrell v. Southern Nevada Off-Road

Enthusiasts, Ltd. (1983) 147 Cal.App.3d 309,314, emphasis added.) "To

be valid and enforceable, a written release purporting to exculpate a

tortfeasor from damage claims based on its future negligence or misconduct
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must clearly, unambiguously, and explicitly express this specific intent of

the subscribing parties." (Leon v. Family Fitness Center (#107), Inc. (1998)

61 Cal.App.4th 1227, 1233, emphasis added; Ferrell, supra, 147

Cal.App.3d at p. 314 [release not clear, explicit, and comprehensive];

Queen Villas Homeowners Ass'n v. TCB Property Management (2007) 149

Cal.App.4th 1, 5 ["courts must look for clear, unambiguous and explicit

language not to hold the released party liable"].) However labeled,

provisions exculpatory of future misconduct are "construed against the

released party." (Id. at p. 6, citations omitted, emphasis added.)

Here, whether labeled a release or a "consent" by Ladd prospectively

relieving Warner of liability for any post-1992 misconduct regarding "Blade

Runner," the agreement had to clearly, unambiguously and explicitly apply

to unknown accounting practices. It didn't.

Ladd and Kanter testified that they understood the provision at most

only encompassed the accounting practices revealed by the 1992 audit,

which did not include "Blade Runner." (7RT 1522-1527; 12RT 3006-3014,

3022.) The agreement's language confirms this. Unlike the release

provision, the"future use" provision did not extend to unknown accounting

misdeeds. The release provision refers to "all claims" and "unknown

claims" before 1992 and expressly references claims and issues beyond the

1992 audit and the audit report; the "future use" provision contains no such

language. (Compare 4AA 937 [~3.1] with 4AA 938 [~3.4].) The use of

open-ended language in one paragraph (the release provision), but not in

another (the "future use" provision) strongly suggests that the latter is more

restrictive. (See Briggs v. Eden Council for Hope & Opportunity (1999) 19

Ca1.4th 1106, 1117 ["Where different words or phrases are used in the same

connection in different parts of a statute, it is presumed the Legislature

intended a different meaning"], citation omitted; Christian v. Flora (2008)
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164 Cal.App.4th 539,551 ["Contracts ... are writings to be construed in

accordance with substantially the same canons of interpretation as

statutes"] .)

Warner presented no evidence that Ladd intended to consent to

future use of unknown accounting improprieties. In fact, Warner presented

no witnesses at all regarding the settlement negotiations, or the intended

scope of the release or the "future use" provision, or their applicability to

"Blade Runner." But Warner bore the burden of proof on its

settlement/release defense. Any uncertainty in the agreement's language

therefore defeats nonsuit. Coupled with California's disfavor and narrow

construction of waivers of future wrongdoing, the "future use" provision's

facially limited reach could not have unequivocally approved of Warner's

undisclosed (indeed affirmatively concealed) "Blade Runner" misconduct.

The court erred in nonsuiting Ladd's negligence and contract "Blade

Runner" claims.

D. In Any Event, The "Blade Runner" Profitability Dispute
Falls Expressly Outside The "Future Use Of Accounting
Practices" To Which Ladd Consented.

1. Warner's "Blade Runner" profit miscalculation,
whether intentional or otherwise, was not an
"accounting practice."

The "Blade Runner" profitability dispute does not even fall within

Ladd's consent to future use ofpre-1992 "accounting practices."

(4AA 938, emphasis added.) Words in contracts are to be understood "in

their ordinary and popular sense ...." (Civ. Code, § 1644.) A "practice" is

a repeated, customary, or habitually performed procedure or way of doing

something. (<http://dictionary.reference.com/> [as of February 28,2009]

"practice"; The New Oxford American Dictionary (2001) at p. 1339

"practice"; Webster's American College Dict. (1998) at p. 620 "practice.")
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It necessarily refers to accounting procedures in more than an isolated

instance. There is no indication that Warner's baseline profitability error,

whether an intentional shenanigan or an unintentional mistake, appeared

other than with regard to "Blade Runner." Warner's conduct simply was

not a repeated, customary, or habitual procedure. It, thus, was not an

accounting "practice," within the meaning of the settlement agreement.

To the extent the settlement agreement is ambiguous as to the

meaning of "practice," nonsuit was inappropriate. As discussed above,

substantial evidence-including Warner's own pre-lawsuit

conduct-strongly supports Ladd's limited construction, as does the rule

that "exculpatory clauses are construed against the released party" (Queen

Villas, supra, 149 Cal.AppAth at p. 6). Given Warner's burden of proof,

any uncertainty must be resolved in Ladd's favor.

2. Warner's inadequate recalculation of "Blade
Runner" profits is a post-1992 accounting method
expressly outside the settlement agreement.

Ladd's "Blade Runner" profit claims also fall within the agreement's

provision that Ladd does not consent "to the extent [any accounting]

practice was not used by [Warner] in accounting to [Ladd] through

September 30,1992." (4AA 938.)

In 2001, Warner acknowledged that it had miscalculated "Blade

Runner" profits. It compounded its error, however, by inadequately

recalculating the profits that it had wrongfully withheld and by failing to

include a decade's worth of interest. That new accounting was not and

could not be a "practice[ ] used by [Warner] in accounting to [Ladd]

through September 30, 1992." (4AA 938.) Warner's wrongful

recalculation falls squarely outside of the settlement agreement's provision

for the future use of accounting practices in existence in 1992, a decade
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earlier. The agreement cannot possibly have barred Ladd's claims based on

Warner's deficient retroactive partial profit payment in 2003.

3. The settlement agreement specifically excludes
Warner's "Blade Runner" profit accountings for
post-1992 movie packages.

The settlement agreement also exempts from its "future use"

language Warner's accounting with respect to revenues from licensing

Ladd's movies "in groups whose composition is different from" pre-1992

groups. (4AA 938.) Like Ladd's other movies, "Blade Runner" continued

to be licensed after 1992 in new group licensing packages differing from

the pre-1992 packages. The trial court ruled that Ladd could proceed

against Warner for its post-1992 failure to allocate proper licensing fees to

"Blade Runner" in the new group licenses but that at the same time it could

not recover the profit participation denied by the misallocation.

(12RT 3348, 3354-3355.)

But Warner's application of erroneous cost and interest charges to

determine the profit (net income) those post-1992 revenues produced is as

much an "account[ing] to [Ladd] with respect to revenues" as is calculating

the appropriate gross revenues. (4AA 938, emphasis added.) According to

its plain meaning, the operative phrase "with respect to" "merely indicates

some relationship" with or connection to and is the equivalent to "arising

out of'; it does not require even a direct causative link. (Hartford Cas. Ins.

Co. v. Travelers Indem. Co. (2003) 110 Cal.AppAth 710,719-720 & fn. 4;

see, e.g., Fibreboard Corp. v. Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co. (1993)

16 Cal.AppAth 492, 504 ["arising out of' requires only "minimal causal

connection," and equates to "originating from," "having its origin in,"

"flowing from," "growing out of," "incident to, or having connection

with"], citations and internal quotations omitted.) There is, of course, a
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direct relationship and connection between post-1992 movie deal revenues

and the profits they produced. Warner's treatment of "Blade Runner" in the

post-1992 licensing packages therefore fell outside any "future use"

consent. Nonsuit was improper for this reason as well.

* * *
The trial court erred in holding that the 1996 settlement agreement

barred Ladd's negligence and contract claims regarding "Blade Runner"

profitability. Its nonsuit to that effect should be reversed.

IV.
WARNER'S ADMITTED MOVIE CREDITS/LOGO
CONTRACTUAL BREACHES UNDENIABLY
DAMAGED LADD, PRECLUDING NONSUIT.

The evidence is undisputed that Warner contractually promised Ladd

specific screen credits and logo rights. It is also undisputed that in a

number of instances Warner failed to provide-or consciously

deleted-those very screen credit and logo rights. Warner conceded as

much. Warner's sole basis for nonsuit was its claim that loss of the

promised screen credit/logo rights did not damage Ladd. The truth, and the

evidence, is directly to the contrary.

A. More Than Sufficient Evidence Established The Fact Of
Damage From The Credit/Logo Deletions.

There is no doubt that Ladd suffered actual, substantial damage. The

screen credits and logo rights here were an essential part of the parties'

bargain, the loss of which was inherently damaging. "Screen credit is

probably the single most important factor for artists in the entertainment

business.... [IJt is the basis for determining whether artists are offered

subsequent assignments and their increase in compensation for those

assignments." (Davenport, Screen Credit In The Entertainment Industry
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(1990) 10 Loy. Ent. LJ. 129.) "It can be fairly said that in the

entertainment industry the credit clauses of an agreement are often

considered of greater importance than the provisions for monetary

compensation." (Berman & Rosenthal, Screen Credit and the Law (1968)

9 UCLA L.Rev. 156.)

Ample evidence showed that was true here. Screen credit expert

Van Petten opined without hesitation that the credit deletions on "Chariots

Of Fire" and "Once Upon A Time In America" "absolutely" damaged Ladd.

(1IRT 2727,2729,2748-2749.) Ladd and Kanter, individually, along with

Van Petten, uniformly testified to the importance of credits; they mean as

much as cash and are "extremely valuable, worth millions of dollars."

(6RT 1204-1205, 1240; l1RT 2717-2719,2729,2773,2793; 13RT 3611

3612.) As a form of branding, they create prestige, notoriety and

opportunities for new business. (6RT 1204-1205; 11RT 2729-2735,2793

2795,2824; 13RT 3617-3618.) Indeed, one can hardly imagine Warner

arguing that there would be no damage if someone removed its name and

logo from a film or packaging.

Ladd and Kanter also explained the unique credit rights they

obtained from Warner. Warner agreed to particularly prominent

placement-the Ladd tree logo and other credits appearing as the first

credits on the film, a difficult-to-obtain credit that studios typically reserve

for their own studio logos, and comparable prominence on home video

packaging. (6RT 1233-1234, 1255-1256; 12RT 3014-3016; 13RT 3612

3613,3623.) These prominent credit/logo rights both greatly enhanced

Ladd's marketability and directly aided Ladd's efforts to negotiate similarly

beneficial credits from other studios, which generally examine credits on

current product to determine what contractual terms to offer. (13RT 3622

3625.) After Warner distributed the DVDs lacking the proper credits, Ladd
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was unable to obtain the up-front credits and other favorable financial terms

on other movies, including the 2003 movies, "An Unfinished Life" and

"Gone Baby Gone." (13RT 3620-3625, 3634-3635.)

The special credit/logo rights in the Warner-Ladd deal were coupled

with a modest $300,000 per picture producer's fee. (12RT 3014-3016;

13RT 3611-3612.) After Warner unilaterally deleted the Ladd credits/logo,

Ladd was unable to obtain the higher producer fees that had been obtained

on other movies without Warner-type credits, such as "Braveheart."

(13RT 3611-3612, 3618-3620.)

In sum, there was more than enough evidence for a jury to find

Warner's contractual breaches damaged Ladd.

B. The Jury Had More Than Sufficient Evidence To Render
A Compensatory Damage Award.

1. The jury only needed a logical method for
computing damages.

There is no required methodology for gauging the damages from a

studio's failure to give proper screen credits. The law only requires that

"the awarding of damages must be premised upon calculations, inferences

or observations that are logical." (Tamarind Lithography Workshop, Inc. v.

Sanders (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 571,577.)

That standard reflects the principle that once the fact of damage is

established, a liberal standard for proof of the amount applies, otherwise a

party acting wrongfully escapes liability based on uncertainty which it self

created. (See Respondents' Brief at pp. 69-70, ante [§ IV B]; 1 Dunn,

Recovery of Damages for Lost Profits, supra, § 5.2, at pp. 417-421 & Supp.

2008, pp. 82-83 and cases cited therein.) A wrongdoer cannot complain if

its conduct "creates a situation in which the court must estimate rather than
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compute [damages]." (Sanchez-Corea v. Bank ofAmerica, supra 38 Ca1.3d

at p. 908, citations and internal quotation marks omitted.)

"Where the fact of damages is certain, as here, the amount of

damages need not be calculated with absolute certainty." (Acree, supra, 92

Cal.AppAth at p. 398.) "An innocent party damaged by the acts of a

contract violator will not be denied recovery simply because precise proof

of the amount of damage is not available. The law only requires that some

reasonable basis of computation be used, and will allow damages so

computed even if the result reached is only an approximation." (Allen v.

Gardner (1954) 126 Cal.App.2d 335, 340.) "The special circumstances of a

particular case may allow the court more latitude in estimating damages,

particularly where the difficulty in estimation arises from the defendant's

bad faith." (Electronic Funds Solutions v. Murphy (2005) 134 Cal.AppAth

1161, 1181.)

For example, Tamarind held that damages for a film owner's failure

to give screen credit to a producer were ascertainable based on evidence of

critical acclaim for the film and expert testimony regarding the value of that

exposure. (143 Cal.App.3d at p. 577 & fn. 6.) Similarly, in Paramount

Productions, Inc. v. Smith (9th Cir. 1937) 91 F.2d 863, the Ninth Circuit,

applying California law, held that a screenwriter's testimony that he wrote

and sold one story for $10,000 without screen credit, and sold the story at

issue for $2,500 with screen credit, provided a sufficient basis for a jury to

"compute the advertising value of the screen credit" he was denied. (Id. at

p.867.) The court further recognized that the screenwriter's testimony

regarding salary increases he received after receiving screen credit was

"likewise sufficient as a gauge for the measure of the damages." (Ibid.)
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2. Multiple, alternative logical computation methods
were available to the jury on this record.

The evidence here provided multiple alternative logical ways a jury

could calculate or approximate Ladd's damages.

First, Ladd accepted a $300,000 per-movie producer's fee plus the

special credit rights under the Warner deal; Ladd received a $1.5 million

producer's fee on "Braveheart" without those special credit rights. Ajury

could logically infer that Ladd's special credit rights were worth $1.2

million each for "Chariots Of Fire" and "Once Upon A Time In America."

(Paramount Productions, supra, 91 F.2d at p. 867; see Popovich v. Sony

Music Entertainment, Inc. (6th Cir. 2007) 508 F.3d 348, 358-359

[upholding jury's $5.6 million damage award for credit omissions based on

evidence as to what people might pay for credit rights].)

Second, the jury could gauge Ladd's damages based on the fact that

after Warner distributed the improper DVDs, Ladd was only able to

negotiate much reduced producer's fees of $400,000 and $500,000

(without special credit rights) on "Gone Baby Gone" and "An Unfinished

Life"-almost $1 million less than the "Braveheart" without-special-credit

rights fee.

Third, expert Van Petten provided another alternative valuation

methodology-multiplying Ladd's recent per picture producer fees by the

number of additional production deals the jury determined would have

resulted from the hundreds of thousands of omitted credits. (11RT 2735-

2736.)

Fourth, Ladd testified that he believed his damages equaled several

million dollars (11RT 2825), or $1.6 million based on an estimate of$4 per

improper DVD (13RT 3614-3616, 3634-3646). (See Popovich, supra, 508

F.3d at p. 359 [upholding $5.6 million damage award for missing credits

where jury heard evidence of $3 damage per CD].) "The opinion of an
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owner ofpersonal property is in itself competent evidence of the value of

that property, and sufficient to support a judgment based on that value."

(Schroeder v. Auto Driveaway Co., supra, 11 Ca1.3d at p. 921.) "California

courts have consistently held that an owner of literary property may

properly testify as to its value even ifhe is not an expert in such matters."

(Donahue v. United Artists Corp. (1969) 2 Cal.App.3d 794, 802 [affirming

$200,000 verdict where co-owner of television scripts and story outlines

estimated their value at over one million dollars]; Golding v. R.K.O.

Pictures, Inc. (1950) 35 Ca1.2d 690, 700-701 [affirming award based on

play author's testimony as to its worth].) "'The credit and weight to be

given such evidence and its effect ... is for the trier of fact. '" (Schroeder,

supra, 11 Ca1.3d at p. 921.)

Warner faulted Ladd for testifying that he believed he suffered

millions in damages but that he would let the jury decide the amount.

(12RT 3066; see llRT 2825.) But estimating the damages based on the

provided evidence is, as Ladd recognized, the jury's job. In seeking

nonsuit, Warner emphasized that, during cross-examination, Ladd stated

that "it's all speculation" when asked whether he was harmed by the

absence of the Ladd logo on "Braveheart" (11RT 2836-2840) and that

while Warner's credit-deletions humiliated him he was "not sure" they

damaged him financially (I3RT 3632). Such cross-examination may be

fodder for a jury argument, but it is irrelevant to a nonsuit, where the

evidence must be construed most favorably to the plaintiff and all

conflicting evidence must be disregarded. (See pp. 98-99, ante.) The

favorable evidence is Ladd's testimony that he received a higher producer's

fee on "Braveheart" due to the absence of the Ladd logo and that Ladd was
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financially damaged by Warner's credit deletions. (See, e.g., 11RT 2823

2825; 12RT 3014-3016; 13RT 3611-3612, 3615-3620.)

The credits/logo nonsuit must be reversed.

C. At A Minimum, The Court Should Have Allowed Ladd To
Seek Nominal Damages.

The trial court refused to allow Ladd even to seek nominal damages

from the jury. (15RT 4546-4549.)

That was error. Parties are entitled to proper instructions that

comport with the evidence presented. (Soule v. General Motors Corp.

(1994) 8 Ca1.4th 548,572.) Here, it was undisputed that Warner breached

its contract with Ladd by distributing DVDs of "Chariots Of Fire" and

"Once Upon A Time In America" lacking the proper credits; indeed,

Warner admitted on multiple occasions that it had acted wrongfully and

violated its contract with Ladd. (7RT 1602-1604; 11RT 2751-2752,2756

2760,2819-2820; 5AA 1438; RA 7.)

In such circumstances, Ladd was entitled to nominal damages as a

matter oflaw. "[I]f the trial judge believed the evidence was completely

speculative so that the amount of damages fixed would be entirely

conjectural, he should have at least allowed plaintiffs nominal damages."

(Hutcherson v. Alexander (1968) 264 Cal.App.2d 126, 135; accord, Ericson

v. Playgirl, Inc. (1977) 73 Cal.App.3d 850,859 [even if damages were

"speculative and conjectural" and plaintiff "failed to establish any

ascertainable loss for which he is entitled to compensatory damages,"

plaintiff was "entitled to recover nominal damages for breach of contract"].)

The trial court reasoned that there was "no quantifiable loss in any

amount, not even nominal" because, it believed, there was no precise

method to calculate the damages. (15RT 4548-4549.) But the whole

premise for nominal damages is that "[w]hen a breach of duty has caused'
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no appreciable detriment to the party affected, he may yet recover nominal

damages." (Civ. Code, § 3360, emphasis added.) The very reason that the

trial court denied nominal damages here-that there purportedly was no

substantial damage or at least no loss that could be quantified-is precisely

the reason nominal damages are awarded. They are recoverable as a matter

of right where there is "no appreciable detriment" (ibid.) or damages are

"difficult to quantify" (Lane v. Hughes Aircraft Co. (2000) 22 Ca1.4th 405,

417 (cone. opn. of Mosk, J.)).

A plaintiffs right to recover them rests not on the existence of a

quantifiable loss but rather on the existence ofa breach ofcontract:

A plaintiff is entitled to recover damages for the breach of

contract, despite inability to show that actual damage was

inflicted upon him, since the defendant's failure to perform a

contractual duty is, in itself, a legal wrong that is fully distinct

from the actual damages. . .. Accordingly, nominal damages,

which are presumed as a matter oflaw to stem merely from

the breach ofa contract may properly be awarded for the

violation of such a [contractual] right.

(Sweet v. Johnson (1959) 169 Cal.App.2d 630,632-633, emphasis added.)

Thus, at a minimum, the nonsuit on the credit-deletion issue must be

reversed to allow Ladd to obtain a nominal-damage award from the jury.
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CONCLUSION

More than substantial evidence supports Ladd's "Blade Runner" and

screen credits/logo claims. The release of other non-"Blade Runner," pre

1992 claims did not validate Warner's ongoing fraud, negligence and

contract breaches. The nonsuits on Ladd's "Blade Runner" and screen

credits/logo claims should be reversed and the case remanded for a retrial of

those claims.
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